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Sculpture Plans
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’Iwo graduate art stud,
i,.1,,’ !sq., -bttl Student :outieil to
NO. 70 approve their plan to erect a metal sculpture MI campus, with
strident inal.v fund- pa, ing for materials.
The stiobni-. Darrell 9i Ail) and Holt
made their request at a regular meeting of 1111.
ttttt .11
eiliieselay, saying that
the piece %mild gr,ail aid in beatitill),ing the campus.
The men mentioned two areas as possible ".ites for such a
project, the raised, concrete-fenced
flower beds in front of the closed voted 8-0-2 in favor of sending a
section of the library and in the letter to the state college board of
Jesse Fuller, Niles Isms singer.
center of the Outer Quad.
trustees requesting that free comwill appear in concert at 8 o’clock
Webb said that students would petition be allowed between private
tonight in Ell& The $1 tickets will pay only the cost of materials, and state architects in the designwhich might reach $2500. He ing of SJS buildings.
be sold at the door.
Sixty-eight -year-old Fuller is pointed out that he and Murray
would donate their time and labor,
said to sing and play "with the
any expenses above th,
and
strength of ten." The versatile mu- quoted
payfigure.
sician simultaneously plays a 12The proposed sculpture would is.
string guitar, a harmonica and 2to14 feet high. 10 tcl 12 feet o. S
kazoo supported on a rack hanging 1and mounted on a four-foot
from his neck, symbols and the (trete pad. It would require approxiAn SJS graduate and now direcmately 1000 pounds of steel to com(fiftieths
tor of laboratories for the Los Anplete,
Murray
said.
The
men
said
The fotdella is an instrument Fulgeles city health department will
that a similar job by a professional
ler designed himself. Played with
speak today at 1:30 p.m. in S242,
would
cost
the
college
from
$15,foot pedals, it consists of a sawedDr. Robert Patterson, professor of
000 to $20,000.
off string bass.
bacteriology, announced yesterday.
Council decided to take no action
Fuller sings blues, work -wings, until the request was further inCharles F. Pait, M.D., member
ballads, jazz and spirituals.
vestigated. The matter was re- of the class of ’38, is scheduled to
The concert is the second in a ferred to an art commission which talk on opportunities and cut rent
needs in the fields of public health
series of folk music programs spon- will convene in the near future,
In other council action, the group and microbiology.
sored by the SJS Folk Song club.

Movies ’Abolition,’ ’Blues Star
’Correction’ Set; Gives Show
Sunday Showing

KQED WORKSHOPSDr. Gertrude Corcoran,
associate professor of education, introduces the
developing steps in the language arts during
+he first of a series of televised elementary
school teacher’s workshops currently being
shown over educational television station,

KQED. The series, broadcast live from the college’s instructional television center last semester over KNTV, Channel II, has been kinescoped by KQED and is shown each Thursday afternoon at 3:30.

QED Showing
Fail ITV Films
KDED. ilie ha area’s is-titration:II Ides ision channel, is curreel s ’bits jug television kinescopes of a teachers’ worksh.,p proat Ilie SJS instructional television center last seinc-ier, att.
turtling to Dr. Robert M. Diamond, instructional tele% ision prop-um -molts isitt.
"Explorations in the Elementary Classroom," shown on
Thuntho afternoons at 3:30, is the name of the series conducted
br Dr. Gertrude Corcoran, assoss professor of education here. testing programs in the elementary
:Se programs were broadcast school.
from the college’s instructional
Dr. Corcoran said that the series
,,.evision center last semester over is primarily directed toward the
Channel 11.
elementary school teacher and as
The KQED series began with a television woikshop aims to acbroadcasts on Feb. 8 and 25, and quaint them with
the changes curttII continue Thursday, March 1,
rently taking place in education.
-wing yesterday’s holiday
Greater preparation is needed for
with a program titled "Chil- a television session than for a reg-N Write."
ular classroom situation, Dr. Cor!-. William Rogers, professor of
coran, maintained, but so much
.,,’lion, will assist Dr. Corcoran
more can be included in a 30-minNth the show that deals with mattes of English usage, grammar, ute period on television that time
is actually saved
nilwritine, pronunciation, vocal). ss steps in growth in the written language and creative expresim thlough language.
s March 8, Dr. Corcoran will
1’inert by Mrs. Rut.h Bradley,
associate professor of education, in
’Isrogrant dealing with research
’ Oher 111,,VMMS in the series include ...r[in wollel of Primary Children." March 15, and "Man and His
Culture," Marsh 22.
*rltres programs are scheduled on
:monies They are "Materials,
and Mathematics." March
: "Immo% ine Problem Solving,"
April 5, and "Teaching Number
e’n’T’Sts." April 12.
ho set its will conclude with two
is on fine arts in the
classroom
on April 26 and May 3
and a final
,ltsts sn shy 10 concerned with

Tonight’s
Returns to Silent
Era of Comedy
:he bill of fare for
i
Flick at. 7:30 In
the Moiris Dailey
auditorium.
Vhen Comedy Was King" lea "fl all-star revue of stars
"N Mc "Golden
Age" of American screen
comedy.
Silent film greats
Charlie Chaplin. Laurel and
Hardy, Buster Kea lien Turpin and
others flash
st the sereen on this compile’
silent comedies.
Years 1914 to 1928, the
gold’ s ei Attie, lean Sereen comedy,
’wed the early slapstick films
,S’’tnnet to the
sophisticated
peduct ions in 1928,

Peace

The Controversial film -Pperalion Abolition" and its refutation
"Operation Correction" will be
shown at the Sunday evening
meeting of the Wesley foundation.
"Operation Abolition" was created from newsreel footage subpoenaed by the house committee
on un?American activities to prove
that demonstrations against their
May 1960, visit to San Francisco
were Communist -manipulated.
"Operation Correction" a product of the American Civil Liberties union, uses the same film in
the same ’sequences, but points
up distortions with the use of
sub-titles and new narration,
The Wesley foundation meeting
will include an inexpensive hot
meal at the First Methodist
church, Fifth and E. Santa Clara
sts., and will be open to the public.
After the 6 o’clock supper "Operation Abolition" is scheduled at
6:45 and "Operation Correction"
at 7:30.

Registration Fees
Due Now --S45.50

Corps

Registration materials may be
turned in today, Monday or Tuesday, from 8-12, 1-4 or 5-8 p.m. at
Positions Open Morris Dailey auditorium.
Students whose fees are being
,i1)1111, 41,
1 rill,
lillt.i
/1
he paid by one of the various student
East Africa program of the Peace aid programs, such as veterans
Corps, will address atudents.inter- program, employer and military
ested in the Peace Corps today in subsidy programs, scholarships,
TH55 at 10 a.m.
and vocational rehabilitation
Johnson is working to recruit should make the necessary finan1000 Peace Corps workers for se- cial arrangements at the cashier’s
condary school teaching positions office, Adm263, during the schedin Africa, according to Don Ryan, uled turn in periods.
assistant to the dean of students.
Students who have classes which
Bachelor’s degrees are required meet only on Wednesday or Thursfor these teaching positions. A Cal- day nights may turn in their maifornia teaching credential or terials, if they have not already
knowledge of a foreign language is done so, on Wednesday or Thursnot required. Ryan said.
day, from 5-8 p.m.
Teachers, needed in all fields, will
A materials and services fee of
be placed in Ethiopia, Ghana, Li- $38, and a student body memberberia, Sierra Leone, and Nigeria. ship fee of $7.50 must. be paid by
Training prom ams are scheduled each regular student carrying
to begin on July 1, 1962 at the Uni- more than six units.
versities of Utah, Harvard, UCLA,
Limited students, taking six
California at Berkeley, Northwest- units or less, pay a $19.50 charge
ern university and Columbia uni- and a student body membership
versi ty.
of $5.
Peace Owns questionnaires and
The non-resident tuition is $8.50
booklets are available at the office per unit, or fraction of a unit,
of the dean of students, Adm.269 not to exceed $127.50 per semester.

Segregation Fighter Shows Strife
In Southern Negro Rights Battle

Southern Negroes get killed trying to vote.
To even register may mean
death, according to James A.
Dombrowski, who delivered a
speech in rooms A and B of the
Spartan cafeteria Wednesday.
One-nian was shot in broad daylight for driving "get out to vote"
teams through the streets of a
rural Mississippi communit y.
There were three witnesses and
no, charges filed.
These are the facts of life in
the battle to end southern segregation, as seen by Dr. Dombrowski, director of the Southern Conference Educational Fund, inc., an
organization of southern Whites
In the battle to gain the Negro
civil rights.
Persecution is one of the facts
of any fight for freedom, stated
the Louisiana resident.
20-YEAR STRUGGLE
Unable to stand because of
arthritis, the man who aids in the
publication of "The Southern Patriot," sat down to outline his
20-year struggle to eliminate segrega I ion.
"The battle of the ballot, that
fight for voting rights, may he the
major means to Negro freedom,"
commented Dr. Dombrowski. "It

Is a fight that needs winning
soon."
Warning of impatience on the
part of Negro students to gain
civil rights, the Federation of

J. A. DOMBROWSKI
... civil righter
Teachers’ sponsored speaker added, "There may be violence by Negroes if the question is not resolved soon."
TAKE OVER
Black supremacy groups, such
as the Muslim organizations, may

take over the now peaceful battle
unless more rapid progress is
made, according to Dr. Dombrowski.
"Black supremacy and violence
would be just as bad as white
terror and control," added Dr.
Dombrowski. "The question of
which course is to be followed is
now a key question."
Dr. Dombrowski’s group, he assured the audience, believes in
peaceful means of solving segregation problems. "Our phase in
the work has been gaining white
southern support for the Negro
views. Unless this is done, unless
the Negro lets the white join in
the fight, black supremacy could
be the result.
WHITE IIELP
"The Southern Patriot" and its
supporting group have been asking white southern youth to work
with the Negro sit-in student
groups, urging these Negro groups
to take white membership.
Working with Dr. Dombrowski
in this work as field secretaries
are Carl and Anne Braden, who
refused to testify to the house
committee on un-American activities in Atlanta, Ga., in 1958.
"Their decision not to testify
was a matter of personal feeling,
not any membership In the Cont.
((’ontinued on Page 6)

Former Spartan
eak to Students
Sps

Methodist Missionaries to Angola
Report on Provincial Conflicts There
spoke of forced labor, privileged
slaughindiscriminate
classes,
ter and complete lack of self-determination existing in Angola.
McVeigh told of his surprise at
the apathy of the American people
to a conflict of such proportion. A
news blackout of the Angola situation has been effected by the Poi tuguese government, including the
deportation of newsmen and the
withholding of new visas. Consequently, little is known of the situation other than the Portuguese
viewpoint, he said.
CONSIDERED COLONY
Although Angola is now formally
a province of Portugal. McVeigh
considers the area a colony in the
same sense that communist satellites are colonies of Russia,
"If we’re going to fight colonialism in eastern Europe. and I think
we are, then I think we ought to
oppose it in Africa," he said.
Approximately 200.000 Angolan
FRED BRANCEL
... reports on strife refugees have fled to the Congo,
according to McVeigh. The Portuguese government has alternately
the Angola conflict yesterday.
The Rev. Malcolm McVeigh and labeled these reguees as "fleeing
layman Fred Brancel, presented by terrorists" and "bandits." At the
the Protestant Ecumenical council, same time, Portuguese news reJ
Two Meth(xlist missionaires to
strife-torn Portuguese Angola told
a small audience in Morris Dailey
auditorium the first-hand story of

leases have denied serious conflict
and described Angolans as "content."
STORY BREAKS
The story of the Angolan crisis
broke when reporters covering the
hijacking of the Portuguese liner
"Santa Maria" in February 1961
were allowed into Angola.
Although a UN subcommittee
was formed in May to investigate
Angola, they have been forbidden
to enter the country. Recent passage of a resolution to continue
the subcommittee resulted from a
99-2 vote. France abstained, noted

world wire
MR. K Gi.NI .1% -; CALL FOR DISARMAMEN r
-Soviet Premier Nikita Kinsishchev, in
WASHINGTON
a lengthy message to President Kennedy, yesterday renewed his
call for a summit conference to open the Geneva disarmament meet- ,
rig next month. Officials said the Russian leader, despite a previous
western rejection, appealed anew for such a top level session on the
grounds that the matter had become too important to leave to the
deliberations of leaser statesmen. Khrushchey left open the possibility he might go to the Geneva conference even if Kennedy and
British prime minister Harold Macmillan continue to refuse to attend.
MIDSHIPMEN INJURED IN TRAIN WRECK
CAL!, Colombia tUPII----Five American merchant Marine cadets
from California were injured yesterday in a head-on collision between
a passenger train and a locomotive which killed more than 20 ColcenMans. Officials of the Colombian Pacific Railways said two of the
Americans were injured seriously. The other three suffered only minor
injuries, the railroad’s announcement said. The men were among n
group of 87 cadets from the training ship Golden Bear en route t,,
Cali from the Pacific coast port of Buenaventura on 48-hour shore
leave.
BOB KENNEDYS WELCOMED BY BERLINERS
BERLIN (UPI, --Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy assured West
Berliners of continued American support yesterday at a city hall
rally which the Communists tried to break up by shooting rockets
with balloons over the wall that divided this Red-surrounded city.
Despite a light snowstorm, the Kennedys received a triumphant
welcome. Thousands greeted them at the airport, other thousands
lined the route through the city to city hall and an estimated
160,000 gathered in the city hall plaza to hear Kennedy speak.
USSR ACKNOWLEDGES ABEL’S EXISTENCE
MOSCOW I UPI --The Soviet government yesterday acknowledged for the first time the existence of convicted spy Col. Rudolitl,
Abel, who was exchanged by the United States for 11-2 pilot Franc: Gary Powers. After years of public silence on Abel, the governmen.
newspaper lzvestia disclosed to the Russian people that he had bees
released when it printed a letter from his wife and daughter thank
ing Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev for arranging his freedom
ALGERIA’S FATE AWAITS REBEL DECISION
PARIS UPI( Algerian rebel leaders assembled in the Libyat.
capital of Tripoli yesterday to decide whether to end their seven
year war with France. The French government, which gave its form:, .
ipploval Wednesday to a pact with the rebels, hoped the rebels
decision would come quickly before reaction by European settlers
in Algeria erupted into uncontrolled violence. Yesterday’s rash st
terrorist attacks in Algiers and Oran, which left seven persons deao
and 10 wounded, added a note of urgency to the decision.

THE REV. MALCOM McVEIGH
. . . tells of conflict
McVeigh, in consideration of Algerian problems.
Terrorism and brutality have
been practiced on both sides of
the conflict, according to McVeigh.
More than 30,000 African men,
women and children have been
killed.

Here the come!
Every day hundreds of new and
used text books are arriving at
your STUDENT BOOKSTORE.
All of these are in heavy de- j
mend, so come in and get yours,
today while they’re still plentiful. Remember, we’re open to.
night until 9:00 and tomorrow
until 3:30 p.m.

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"
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Registration Woes
Trouble comes in threes. So do complaints: and three complaints are apparent this owmester concerning the registrat
procedure at the college.
No. 1 gripe concerns the lack of available courses because
enrollment in certain areas was under-estimated. This was a
situation which became apparent before the end of the first day
of registration.
A second gripe concerns the finger-exhausting repetition
with which each student must cope in filling out IBM cards 1,
2,3,4. 5,6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.
The third complaint concerns the lines of Spartan registrants which, this semester, extended through Tower Hall.
aimed eastward and stopped near the Homemaking building.
SOLUTION
A solution to the first gripethat of a lack of courses-has been found for students of UCLA, where registration for all
except first semester freshmen and transfer students is done by
mail.
Because of the pre-registration nature of such a system.
classroom and instructor shortages can be arranged for when
they arrive. An IBM machine closes classes when full and rearranges schedules when necessary.
According to Dr. Elmer Wagner, assistant registrar at Stanford university, such a system at that campus or SJS would be
unfeasible because of the cost of the machinery involved. "It
would cost nearly $1000 an hour for the use of a machine which
would handle all the variables such a problem would present,"
Dr. Wagner said.
DUPLICATION
The second complaint, that concerning the repetition involved in filling out class cards. has been eliminated at Stanford.
Registrants fill out only one card: a machine duplicates it III
times and prepares copies for the various departments needing
registration information.
According to Fran McMahon, SJS assistant registrar, "the
college could do more toward automation of its registration procedure if it had more machines. To be able to obtain more machines, a larger budget would be required."
FINAL ANSWER
The final complaint, that concerning long lines, would be
eliminated if the first two problems were solved. If students
registered by mail, there would be no lines except for freshmen
and transfer students. If the repetitious card-filling step were
eliminated, lines would move more quickly.
The problem is a question of money: money means budget:
and budget means approval from Sacramento. Until such approval comes, the present registration procedure will continue
and so will the complaints.

Soprano’s Triumph Wins
Helping Hand of President
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Washington’s elite cried bravo
for Negro mezzo soprano Grace
Bumbry and President Kennedy
handed her down from the stage
at a glittering White House
party early this week.
Standing under a sparkling
crystal chandelier in the East
Room, she sang selections by
Richard Strauss, Henri Duparc,
and Aaron Copland and a spir-

itual called "Out in Fields with
Kennedy stepped up to the
platform to grasp her hand and
lead her down.
But she had to share her finest hour with the man who
wasn’t thereLt. Col. John H.
Glenn. The dinner conversation
among the guests and the toasts
were all centered on the astronaut.

SAVE MONEY
ON

USED BOOKS
AT

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"HIGHT II\ CAMP!. 5"
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By CHRIS HEADIN..s
Singing "songs of the people"
in two entirely different styles,
the Chad Mitchell Trio and
South Africa’s Miriam Makeba
presented a fast -paced concert
to a packed Morris Dailey audience Wednesday evening.
From the time the trio ran
on stage to the grand finale
when the four singers teamed
up, the show zoomed through a
world of folk music.
Although the styles of the
trio and Miss Makeba are widely different, it is a toss-up as
to which made the biggest hit
with the SJS audience.
Husky-voiced Chad Mitchell’s
group delighted its listeners
with its satires on the John
Birch society and Christmas in
Berlin.
"John Birch Society" ("we’ll
use our hearts and hand and
If we have to, we’ll even use
our heads") was received with
laughter, whistling and wild applause.
The arm -waving trio’s renditions of such songs as "The
Temperance Union," "Rum by
Gum," "Hang on the Bell, Nellie," "Tail Tuddle" and "Lizzie
Borden" were also enthusiastically received.
With a study in facial expressions, the trio’s guitarist Jim McQuinn nearly stole the show with
his dead -pan to broad-grinning
facial gymnastics.
Miriam Makeba, offering a
completely different type of
folk music with her South African tribal songs, was equally
entertaining with her wild facial expressions and slow, loosejointed, sensuous body movements.
Of her tribal songs, those of
Miss Makeba’s own Xosa tribe
with their characteristic "click"
sound seemed to fascinate her
audience. They included her
popular "Click Song," "Urn Qokusa," "Nomeva" and "Kilimanjaro."
The audience was treated to
a unique teaming up of Mitchell’s trio and Miss Makeba for

a laugh-provoking finale. The
songs the group sang weren’t
particularly humorous in themselves, but the playful action of
Miss Makeba and the trio came
near being hilarious, -particularly during "Naughty Little Flea,"
"Wangwani Pulele" and the lion
hunt song "Imhube."
A1446!MOMS
11

Seniors List
Friday Films
Want good entertainment for a
minimum fee? Friday Flicks may
have the answer for you.
The weekly films to be presented
by the senior class 7:30 p.m., Morris Daily auditorium are:
March 2, "Sink the Bismarck,"
Kenneth Moore, Dana Wynter,
Carl Mohner.
March 9, "Where the Boys Are,"
Dolores Hart, George Hamilton,
Connie Francis.
March 16. "Mating Game," Debbie Reynolds, Tony Randall, Paul
Douglas.
March 23, "Seven Thieves," Edward G. Robinson, Rod Steiger,
Joan Collins and Eli Wallach,
March 30, "Call Me Madam,"
Ethel Merman, Donald O’Connor,
Vera Ellen and George Sanders.
April 6, "Operation Petticoat,"
Cary Grant, Tony Curtis and Joan
O’Brien.
April 27, "Pillow Talk," Rock
Hudson, Doris Day, Tony Randall
and Thelma Ritter.
May 4, "Brigadoon," Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson and Cyd Charisse.
May 11, "Portrait In Black,"
Lana Turner, Anthony Quinn, Sandra Dee and John Saxon.
May 15, "Journey to the Center
of the Earth," Pat Boone, James
Mason, Arlene Dahl and Diane
Bake,
May 25, "Five Pennies," Danny
Kaye, Barbara Bel Geddes, Louis
Armstrong and Bob Crosby.

semester. Harlan Lawson holds top office at Allen Hall with Ernie
Pappas as vice president -treasurer, Lynn Hall as secretary, and
co-social chairmen Don Warnock and Bill Hyland.
Markham Hall set their list for Al Herutiger, president; Jim
Baugh, vice president; Larry Hemphill, treasurer; Mark Zimmerman, social chairman; and Bill Weik, chief justice.
In Moulder Hall, Denny Roberts won the presidency and will
have as colleague officers: Rich LeClert, vice president; Carl Serkland, secretary; Pat Brimmer, secretary; Lynn Freed, social chairman; and Steve O’Keefe, intramural.
Hoover Hall women will be directed by president, Judy Bender;
vice president, Sue Larson; secretary, Judy Hayes; treasurer,
Miriam Kroner; social chairman, Jean Anderson; house manager,
Linda Yates.
Dorothy Barnes presides at Royce Hall and fellow officers are:
vice president, Pat Arata; secretary, Dianne Crow; treasurer,
Shirley Ockerman; and social chairman, Dianne Shult.
GREEK SLATE
In the spring semester presidential slot at Alpha Omicron Pi
Is Marilyn Cox. Other office positions include Claire Jacobs, vice
president; Karen Betz, treasurer; Stevie Malin, recording secretary; Pat Spence, corresponding secretary; Gayle Stephenson,
scholarship: Nancy Rourke. standards chairman; Genie Laisne, historian; Judi Johnson, public relations and Pat Smith, panhellenic
representative.
Committee chairmen are set for Karen Warnick in charge of
rush; Nancy Blake, philanthropic; Aileen Cabral, social; Margie
Balser, activities; and Carolyn Allen, AWS representative.
PINNING
Penny Patch, junior Delta Gamma elementary education major
from Encino, to Jim Welsh, Sigma Phi Epsilon, senior physical
education major from Redwood City.
ENGAGEMENTS
Linda Lowerre, Delta Gamma pledge and freshman general
elementary education major, from Manhattan Beach, to Bob Hodges,
Phi Delta Theta USC senior finance major, from Hermosa Beach.
Kris Andersen, Delta Gamma sophomore education major,
North Hollywood, to Bud Postil, Alpha Tau Omega senior social
science major, North Hollywood. Marriage plans are set for June,
1963.

Contest Helps Coed
Toward Madison Ave.
By ANN KUIZEN&A
It’s not just any girl who can
walk out of a store with a
complete wardrobe charged to
the house, but Mary Snaer is an
exception.
Placing second in the Lanz
College Co-Ed contest was all
the credit Mary needed to collect her Lanz wardrobe at the
hostess San Jose store, Stuart’s.
Chosen from the stock on
hand, the co-ed’s gift wardrobe
included a bathing suit, sports
outfit, daytime ensemble, cotton dress and party dress.
The contest involved writing
an advertising promotion for a
local store that sold Lanz clothing. Each applicant was required to design a Lanz department for a store, select merchandise from the actual clothing line and outline a campus
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Here’s the Enchanting New Triumph
of the Young Stars of
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promotion program. Besides the
write-up, Mary included personal designs of her Lanz chalet
and Lanz merchandise.
A senior at SJS, Mary has
studied at Holy Names college
in Oakland and at California
College of Arts and Crafts on
a scholarship. She has been at
SJS for two and a half years
as a commercial major.
"Ever since I can remember,
I have wanted to draw and be
an artist. Placing in the Lanz
contest is a big step toward this
goal," she noted.
Upon graduation in June,
Mary wants to continue her art
career in the East. "I

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Presents
********* ********* **

The Folksinging Group

Gefem while they last!
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Campus residence halls announced their officers for spring
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Sloppy ions, salad and coffee will
he served to the public for a nominal charge.

Before joining the T..10P staff,
Mrs. Norton and her husband lived
in Flint, Mich., where she "aided
and abetted" Dr. Norton’s work as
coordinator of the Flint Community Music project, supervisor of
instrumental music of Flint schools
and director of the Flint Symphony
orchestra and the Norton Male
chorus.

heater
"Suer
nted

"March Melodies" practice begins this week with Sigma Nu fraternity. Lynn Hathaway is in
charge of the event with Eric Solander serving as leader in practice.

The former Eleanor Short left
this area in 1946 when she resigned
her position as music supervisor of
San Jose city schools to get
married.

Se.

at
(MAN
IA
SAT.

Feed," sponsored by the
A
pledges of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. will be held Sunday at the AOP
house from 4-7 p.m.

During her previous residence
here, Mrs. Norton was a music
critic for the San Jose Mercury
NEW YORK 0UP---Shipments Herald and an officer in the San
of non-returnable beer and soft Jose Symphony assn.
drink bottles rose 65.4 per cent
Founder of the annual Christin 1961, according to the Glass mas A Cappello, choir festival for
Container Manufacturers Insti- high school students, Mrs. Norton
tute.
was honored by the festival during

Bottle Shipments

celebrations of its silver anniversary three years ago.

uto
302

Mrs. Norton was also affiliated
with Sigma Alpha Iota, Alpha Chi
Delphian, San Jose Opera guild.
Music Study club, Music Teachers’
assn., and League of American Pen
Women.
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A-1’s newest!

23. 1962

After-Game Dance

An alto,
dance will be
to perform beethoven’s "Choral
held tonight in the Women’s
Fantasy" and Florent Schmitt’s gym from 9 p.m. -I a.m. Admis50
"Psalm 47" for the concluding
SIIM
iN 25 cents stag and
concerts of the San Francisco cents couples.
Symphony orchestra in May.
Sparta Party, campus political
is
organization,
Earlier this season the choir alai
service
performed locally in Beethoven’s
sponsoring the dance. Proceeds
"Ninth Symphony" and in Hovwill he used for the party’s vahaness’ "MagnifIcant" with the rious service projects, including
an African Student Scholarship
The
Choraliers,
a
Madrigal Santa Clara Philharmonic orchesFund initiated last semester.
, group, will sing five songs for the tra.
program.
The A Cappelli’ choir and the
Choraliers are activity classes
within the Music department. The
ON
choir is directed by William J.
Erlendson, professor of music. The
ehoraliers is a special group which
studies and performs Madrigal
it
Also scheduled for the choir is
;in April performance of Brahm’s
Requiem with the San Jose Symphony orchestra. It will combine
"RIGHT ON 11 MN
with Stanford university’s chorus

MONEY BACK CUARANTEE
BOOKS and SUPP1.1 LS

Included in the musical works
are anthems and
to be presented
responses of Protesta ntism. Chants M
USIC Ue
t
and compositions from Jewish
worship, and Gregorian Chant anti
Returning to music education in
polyphony of the Roman Catholic
this area after a 15-year absence.
Liturgy.
Mrs. William Wellington Norton is
Free tickets to the concert may
SJS’ new supervisor of student
be obtained by calling the Intermusic teachets.
national Student center, CYpress
Mrs. Norton taught here last
5.7190; Temple Emanu-El, CYpress 2-0939; or the Temple Sis- semester when Min. Lydia W.
terhood. ANdrew 9-5872 or AL- Boothby, professor of music, bepine 2-5237. Persons who attend came ill.
without tickets will be admitted
After teaching with her husband
if there are any empty seats and Dr. Norton at the University of the
only after those holding tickets Pacific in Stockton for 10 years,
have been admitted, according to Mrs. Not ton retired a year ago
when he died.

AOP Pledges Stage
’Food Feed Sunday

February

Continiiing its busy schedule for
, the 1961-62 season, the San Jose
State A Cappella choir will present its annual concert March 12
and 13.
Major works on the concert program are the "Stabat Mater" by
Palestrina and three Shakespeare
songs by Vaughan -Williams.

Mrs. Norton
Joins SJS

e
imps
night

on lt

Scheduled for March

the International Student center.
Climaxing the activities of
Brotherhood week, the concert is
sponsored lay the San Jose Human
Relations commission and the
Temple Emanu-El Sisterhood. The
ket and San Carlos sta.
program was set up by an advisParticipating in the 50-member ory
board of musicians from vs.,
from 18 local rechorus drawn
rious denominations under the
ligious groups is SJS’ Frederick
chairmanship of Cantor Nathan
LoatNick, associate professor of Kroman
of Temple Emanu-El.
music.
represents
concert
The free
Catholic,
singe’s from Roman
ReEpiscopalian,
preabyterian,
Methodist, Jewish,
funned church,
Lutheran, Seventh -day Adventist
and Latter Day Saints churches.

the e
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religious
wormup music of
"Mufaiths will be presented in a
concert" Sunday, Feb.
Faith
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sic
in Montgomery
25, at 8:15 p.m.
auditorium. Martheater of civic
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SIC FLICS

DANCES OF CULTURAL GROUPS throughout the world will
be taught to members of an International Folk Dancers group
which will be organized tomorrow night. Exhibiting one of the
dances she will organize and teach is Mrs. CIO’s Hatch, engineering student who has traveled and studied abroad.

International Folk Dancers
To Organize, Teach Others
The recent movement in this
country toward the folk arts will
hit San Jose State again tomorrow
night when interested pet sons meet’
at 8 o’clork at the International
Student Center, 285 Market St.. to
organize an International Folk
Dancers group.
Various forms of dances from all
over the world will be taught to
beginners as w-ell as advanced and .
foreign students. The group will
meet every other week at 8 p.m.

wheri will be invited to teach ot he,
dances, Professor Hatch said.
These dances will not be square
dances but group dances arrived at
as "the highest expression of particular cultural groups over centuries," the art professor stressed.
Levi pants or comfortable clothes and shoes are the recommended
dress.

are
enstudents
Interested
couraged to attend regardless of
their dancing ability as these
A sophomore engineering stu- dances are not difficult., Professor
dent who hits traveled and studied Hatch said.
aboard will organize and teach the I
The group hopes to become i
dances. Mrs. Clytie Hatch studied I recognized campus organization.
Aasian dances for a year at the,
Persons attending need not bring
Bulbul academy in Pakistan. She a dance partner to pat ticipate.
has also studied Middle Eastern I There will be no charges for parand European dances.
ticipation in the group.
New dances will be taught to,
more
and
group
the
beginners in
eitmplicated foims will be developed among foreign students
t
and others already familiar wilt

SJS’ new music supervisor is a
graduate of the University of
North Dakota tuld the College of
the Pacific. She has also studies
many of the dances, according to
at the Matthay School of Music
in London, the Music Academy in David P. Hatch, assistant profesart.
Munich. Germany and the Mozal ’- sor
cum in Salzburg. Austria.
If enough people are interi,ii
in the imam, specialists from else -

"Another Chesterfield? But
I just gave you one last week!"

IkErrEs

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX . . .

ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!

NEW SHIPMENTS

a

Italians Scoot
......

POO.

I’M IRRESISTIBLE ...
wher, I do the twist

ET

in my new
Coadro cloth
Rapiers by Al

ROME LIPP The Italian me ’cc’ industry has turned out three
Union scooters since World War
It. The scooter has becomt.
m port ant a part of SMIthern
European society as the Model T
. Ford was in American society 40
years ago.
SIG AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Women and marina men over 21: $78
less $13 dtvidend or a net of $65
(based on current 17 per cent dividend).
Single men under 25: 8252 less $43
dividend, or a net of $208.
410/20.000 Bodily Injury Liability;
$5.000 Property Damage and $500
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
comparable savings. Payments can be
made once, twice or four times a year.
Carl or write for full information to
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue,
Sumps* REgent 9-1741 (day A nits).

Art Center Shows
Textiles from 1700’s
rhp Golden Age of English
Century Textiles," a traveling
titbit of woven and printed fat,
used tit decorate Colonial and
Revolutionary American homes,
featured in the February art show
at Villa Montalvo, public arts Center its Saratoga.
An exhibit of watercolor paintin:45 In’ students in classes at the
iidtural center will also be shown
in the East gallery. In.structor
Ii,’ classes is SJS’ Eric back, assistant professor of art.
Villa Montalvo gullet ies are open
tree of charge daily. except Mondays, 1:30-4:30 p.m.
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Spartan Cagers Battle
USE Tonight at 8:15
San Jose State’s depleted basketball forces tonight launch a
campaign to salrage what is left
.4 the 1961-62 season when they
tangle with the University of San
Francisco Dons in San Jose Civic
auditorium at 8:13.

Coach Danny Clines Spartababes square off against the VSF
. fresh prior to the varsity clash
. at 6:15.
Varsity Coach Stu Inman’s
, charges defeated the Dons 39-36
in San Francisco earlier this sea-

Willie Mays May Play Third

gaity

sports

son hut later lost the contest via
the forfeit route.
USF also possesses a one-point
win over University of Pacific to
give them a not too impressive
2-5 record in West Coast Athletic
Conference play, while the Spartans have actually beaten five of
seven WCAC foes ’ignoring for felts I.

Boyd Gets Yearning
For Winner’s Circle

SJS. however, weakened by this’
couple sit ear ’’is user’, and plans
By DON REED
loss in recent weeks of starters
to contact others In the aryl
,
United Press International
Wil- position by position. Sevetal penSAN FRANCISCO t
few
Joe Braun, Bill Robertson and
j FRESNO, Calif, -- Handsome weeks. He’s certain it nould
lie Mays at third base?
cils suddenly broke as Dark venhe
worthwhile
iJohnny
Boyd,
a
veteran
of
the
for
drawl:
the
tured
in
his
soft
011
totr
Manager Alvin Dark of the San
ad 3
hot
ear
to
modern-day
chariot
races,
got
piek
him
as
the
Francisco Giants is thinking of r "Jim Davenport, our third basepilot.
! "that old yearning" yesterday for
WCAC Standings
such a drastic shift but hastens to man, will work out some at second
"I’m not going to settle on
t
,
the
winner’s
circle
at
the
Memorial
Jett
point out, "I’m just speculating."! base. Because if we ran into a sec- TPatti
I. 111-’ I’
%V.
driving anything," warned Boyd.
Day classic in Indianapolis.
The idea bubbled to the surface ond base problem, Jim could play Pepperdine
"I
believe
I
can
7’
510 422
win with a goad
! "I feel I can win the 500 this one."
Tuesday during a press conference there, I’d move Willie Mays in la St. Mary’s
5, 1
39$ 379
year," declared Boyd. "But I got
where Dark went over his club third base and put Felipe Alou in Loyola
500 488
6. 2
In seven tries at Inch’, the
a little problem at the moment.
center field."
4
526 510
Santa Clara .5
year-old iron jockey has estaa
!
I’m
wheelless!"
Over the stunned silence, Dark l’SF
378 419
2a
CLEVERLY ELUDING USC’s Neil Edwards (14), Doug ClemetJohn already has talked with a fished a record of being in the tm
added:
502 608
Paeille
9’ 7
son, Stanford guard, scores in the first half in a Big Five game
six, either at the end of the race
"I’m not saying this will hap- SAN JOSE
7
3614 MI
at Los Angeles. USC’s John Rudometkin (44), an All-American
or when his car gave up median.
pen. I’m just speculating."
candidate, is shown taking active part in the play. The Indians
ically. His best windup Was third
’Includes forfeit win over 11.15.
And he pointed out that he likes
upset the Trojans, 67-56.
in 1958.
to have a versatile squad. "Jose
I.AV YORK t UPI -- Charley Pagan, our shortstop, played some
Last year, Boyd drove the
canerly, 42, veteran quarterbacki good outfield for us last season." , Gary Gresham, should have its
1.eadereart Special nith 1939
hands
full
with
the
Dons.
SAN
JOSE
tUPI)--Luis
Molina
.4 the New York Giants, Wednes- nark said.
winner Rodger Ward as tease
passed his big test as sensation- mate. .144111111y Watt
Inman plans to start Rolf Dahl
day announced his retirement
ratiolna In
ally
as
John
Glenn
Tuesday
to fifth position when he
a player.
and Dennis Bates at forward,
neat out
Penalty
thereby
vault
into
the
nation’s on the 102nd lap.
Harry Edwards at center and lb!!
The gray-haired quartet-his’
-.!
YORK IEPIIA clipping Yonge and Craig Carpenter
lightweight
picture.
who completed 50 per cent ot
penally was a costly infraction in
"Rodger finished third," recalied
Molina, who had developed a
passes during his long career, said :the National Football League from guards.
Boyd. "Our pit crews told us we
huge
following
here
by
belting
his
that he has several business offers ! 1933 until 1939 because of
While the starters are adequate.
accol WM.; It) ettaell St/I./CZ/1k.
Mechanical skills and desire
the
way to 17 straight wins, met sev- both would have wound up in the
which he is considering. In whatBill Dawson looks like the
23 yards slapped on the guilty the Spartans will be in big trouble highlight San Jose State’s spring
enth-ranked Len Matthews of top four on the basis of speed, tire
ei.er area he decides to locate in!
top pitcher on the squad right
team. The penalty was reduced to if any of them get into foul dif- baseball (frills.
Philadelphia Tuesday night before wear, etc. But, the clutch went out
lii. new work, he also will serve
ficulty early. Inman has no real
IIP 14111 be pushed by Jim
15 yards in 1940.
on my car and I had to pull out."
a talent scout for the Giants.
’substitute center for the 6-8 Ed- ! This year’s squad Compares fa - Wilson, a seteran if last year’s 3500 fans’
’I’he former University of MittBesides the 500. Johnny raced
Matthews never knew what hit
wards and only one sub forward, rorably with the last two SJS efrimpionship teatn.
- -issippi star, who shared the guar- Early Leader
him as Molina landed a solid left twice last year at Trenton, NA,
Bab Nye.
WCAC championship teams, acJim Visher up from the fresh ’ terhack job last year with Y. A.
BOSTON
UPI I
Babe Ruth
after the first minute and poured and twice at Milwaukee and plans
Iman team is expected to be a
This means that all three for- cording to coach Ed Sobczak.
- Tittle, said. "I feel that I have led the American League in earnon 40 or 50 more blows before the same schedule this year on.
!big help. Rounding out the staff
wards- Bates. Dahl and Nye
; played long enough. Every year ed-run average ahile with the
.
lifigness to
referee Fred Apostoli halted the less his yet -to-he-found car owner
The tetim’s
will be Jerry Gurbor.
likely to see some action at
are
a it gets harder, both mentally and I Boston Red Sox in 1916, recordum*, learn. and practice corn - ! Although he hasn’t been able, bout at 1:50 of the first stanza. decides differently. A large share
the
post,
while
Inman’s
guards
ing a mark of 1 75.
physirally."
1944 I
It was Molina’s 15th knockout of the rest of his time will lie
pares fasorably "---1 tl
!In SC0111 the WCAC teams as yet
may find themselves at forward
and his most important win yet. spent preaching safety.
team which eVeelled in these coach Sobczak
!ly
expects the toughpositions.
departments sillily on their way est competition from
..110.11.1ms
UOP.
National Lutheran Council
Against Pepperdine and Loyola to this. wcat ehootokoloap,
Canterbury
in Los Angeles last weekend, the
"They are loaded," he said.
As the workouts come to a close
Tales
partans played about half of each
Thev have a lot of power and
Nye and four guards no player has won his position , good pitching to go along with
game
with
San
Jose
State
at
at,
EP1s,,OP,V
- ape, tor the doJeter,
is
keen.
anti
competition
because other men tip front were
set, and belie-or
TIME’S WINGED CHARIOT
Two positions have almost been
in foul trouble.
sNhaVrii you doing neat surnmr?
St. Mary’s has also been getting
decided. Dien Ascani has come to
Morning WorshipSue., 10 a.m.
11 I just got hire!"
Things are a little brighter at
Sermon
loads of publicity on their high
the
fore
at
shortstop
for
the
The Church has openings in service
guard %%here Vance Barnes is
-God Is Not Always Available’
potential, but UOP is expected
oss: work camps, social service. here
ready to take over. But the other !Spartans. while Ken Takahashi !be the toughest competition,
1,1 overseas. Glace Conklin. of UC
Place: CCC 10th and San Carton
taken
the
lead
in
the
fight
’has
guard replacements have seen
-ho woiked in a camp in Switzerland
will open lit’
I The Spartans
Spa
for third base.
at summer, tells us about it Sunday
only limited action this season.
Lutheran Mudge} Association
’ Lonnie Romero, a transfer from season on the road against
Probable starters for USF are Santa Rosa J. C. is giving veteran ’San Francisco State Gators.
Tuesday at 7 per.
Don’t lust stand there. Suppers
at 6’
fortsards Jake Crawford and Bob Steve (’hell a run for second base. , 27. The first home game will
I enten Preparations
Halls. 6-7 center Dare Lee. and
’the Spartans going against IH
Midweek Communion Services:
thatthig IIP H t Star:110rd Indians March 3.
A dogfight
high scoring Bob Gaillard and Jim
Welcome Nit. Students
Tuesdays at 4:45 p.m., Thursdays at
first hase uitli four Wavers still
Brovelli at the guard positions,
7.15 a m.
HOME BASEBALL SLATE
In content’ . Leading the emitCAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
_
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
March 3 Stanford
petition are John Van Amberg
Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor
300 South t0th
March 9 Cast le AFB
and Gary (’aleagno.
Old and Young
March Ti -Santa Clara
NEW YORK CPI
Jeesey Joe
One of the closest battles is go March 16 -Sacramento state
3 Barbers To Serve You
Walcott, at 37, was the oldest man mg on for the catching spot. Vet March 20 -UOP
to win the heavyweight crown. roan Dave Doak is being pursued
March 21- Chico state
Open
9-7 Mon. - Sat. Sun, 9-4
Floyd Patterson, at 21, was the by transfer student Phil Ertl.
March 23 --San Francisco stall.
Would you like to attain
.youngest. Patterson, at 25, aLso
The outfield is still in doubt but
March 30- -USE
68 E. SAN FERNANDO
was the first man to recapture Bub Pimentel and Miles YamaApril 6--St. Mary’s
this enviable position?
title.
prom (One Block from Campus)
April 10 -California
April 12Washington state
April 27---USF
A Readak Rapid Reading Composition
I’ f
I
Coarse will increase your study proficiency
100%.
We guarantee this 100% improvement or
OF
1000 words per minute with excellent comprehension. Enrolling now for March 5
classes!
We all tfuhhi make mistak,d...

Charley Conerly
Retires As Player

Skills, Desire Highlight
Spring Baseball Drills

St. Thomas Chapel

BARBERSHOP

ALL HAIRCUTS

$125

GRAPFS
IN CLASS..

LARGEST STOCK

Reachth. 9itc.

Reading Improvement Laboratory

Aggie Coach Hit
Him, Scribe Says

357 Town &
San Jose

Country Village
CH 8-7674

I

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
-RIGHT 1)N cNII’l

GRAND OPENING
Saturday, February 25

DEL ORO INC
Refreshments Grand tour by hostesses
Live poolside entertainment

To
VS/ Iei rat r

Married Students
Rates
One Bedroom $95
Two Bedrooms $115

DE

L ORo

*
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I
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SACIIA),11’,NTI )
SaCI’ttmento Union sports writer Tom
Horton Wednesday said he was
!matched, coat -collared and shoved
Tuesday night by Cal Aggie basketball Coach Jim Sells in the
Aggie dressing room following a
game with Sacramento state.
Horton said he was called to
the dressing room after the game.
, hich
Sacramento won, 65-53
Sells criticized a recent dory by
the sports writer. then "hauled off
and whopped me." Horton said.
Sells denied swinging at Horton
swinging," Horton added. "He
landed at least one punch." The
writer said he didn’t return the
blow.
Sells denied swinging at Horton
hut conceded "we pushed each
other around a little hit."
Aggie Athletic Director Vern
Hiekey expressed surprise at the
incident and terms Sells "a Cornpletely orderly, religious and gentle man .
.he doesn’t drink or
-moke and is a pillar of the
’huirch "
10 SPEED BICYCLES
72.95 to 189.50
3 SPEEDS FROM 44.95
EXPERT REPAIRS by FoctoryTraieed
SERVICEMEN ON ALL MAKES
PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
Son Jose 26, Calif.
CT 3-9766
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Molina Registers
Impressive TKO
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ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON’S CORRXSABLE BOND
Typing errors never show on Cornisable. The special surface of this paper makes it possible to erase without a
tracewith just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results: clean.
looking, perfectly typed papers. Next time you sit down
at the keyboard, make no mistake type on Corriisable!
Your choice of Corrisable in
light, rnedhun, heavy weights and
/17.:c...,
Onion Skin. In handy 100(451
sheet packets and 500-sheet
boxes. Only Eaton makes
04-40,444,00
Corrisable.
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper 4"4"teleintv,
RATON PAM CORPONATION

PIT1111FILLIP. MOIL

Eaton Corrasable Bond Available at

california book co. ltd.
(134 E. San Fernando)

11111=e

Gymnastics
Team Faces
S.F. Gators

tinsIt%
I lw
d
ilut.
Pin
Ong
E‘
stab.
fop
l’a(5
thut

the
1935
11111.
; In
not

king for their first victory
Jose State’s
of the season, San
oninastic crew will take on San
Francisco state tomorrow at 2
pin, in San Francisco.
However, the locals will be
without the
again performing
and
services of Ron McNichols
of their mainFrank Johnson, two
injuries restays. Back and hand
spectively have been hampering
the two recently.
San Francisco has yet to win
match. However, according
dual
a
Jennett, withto SJS Coach Clair
Johnson it will
out McNichols and
be a rough one for the Spartans
to win.

Lightest

Jockey

CHICAGO (UPDBobby Hothemit of Chicago generally is regarded to have been the lightest
jockey of all time. He rode at 60
pounds.

Three Cal Netmen IcnalgnetraLomoupral Interclass Track Records
In Semi -Finals Today
Face Mass Assault Today

By DON CHAPMAN
Three representatives of the
highly touted University of California tennis team and one from
Stanford university will square off
today in the singles division semifinals of the Northern California
Intercollegiate tennis tournament,
on the San Jose State tennis courts
at 1 p.m.
The match to watch will be between Davis Cupper Bill Hoogs
from Cal, first seeded in the tournament, and second seeded Yoshi
Minegishi from Stanford.
While Hoogs and Minegishi are
battling for finalist status, Paul
Wells, third seeded in the tournament, and unseeded Edgie Scott,
both of Cal, will he doing likewise.
The southpaw Hoogs moved to
the semis in the singles division
only after considerable trouble
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from his eighth seeded teammate,
Mike Farrell.
After Hoogs handled Farrell in
the first set, 6-2, the determined
Farrell came back with a 6-4 victory to put the match in a third
set. Hoogs won that one, 6-4.
Minegishi. playing with a pulled
tendon in his racket hand, outlasted third seeded Barry Baskin
of Cal, in a marathon 9-7, 12-10
match.
Scott, the surprise semi-finalist
who upset sixth seeded John TWICE
from Stanford 6-4, 6-1, Thursday,
scalped another Indian yesterday.
In a comeback victory, he turned
away John Minna, 2-6, 6-3, 6-1.
In the doubles division, Spartan Stilson Judah and Russ
Wright fell to Hoogs and Farrell, 6-6, 6-1, to give the latter
pair a berth in the semi-finals.
Minegishi and teammate George
Bates defeated Tony Sison and
George Rowan of the University of
San Francisco, 6-1, 6-4.
Other matches, pitting Isaacs
and Brad Hodgeman of Stanford
against Scott and Chet Jordon of
Cal and Welles and Baskin of Cal
against Minna and Paul Horn of
Stanford. were cut short because
of darkness.
’ Spartan 1.,e Junta, who had quailflit for third round singles play
Thursday. was dropped out of contention by Farrell, 6-3, 7-5. Gordie
Stroud, the only other Spartan in
the third round, was eliminated by
fifth seeded Bates of Stanford, 6-3,
6-4.
The finals for both divisions of
the tournament are scheduled for
neon tomorrow on the Spartan

ip j courts.

Swim Team
To Compete
In Northwest

We are looking
over the mounds
of used books still
available to you at low
low prices!!
Hundreds of books arriving every day
Fast and friendly service
Full refunds on used and unblemished new
books (First 2 weeks of school with receipt)
Complete paperback selection

Robert’s Book Store
On 4th - opposite the library
Open ’til nine - first 2 weeks of school
and all day Saturday

Coach Tom O’Neill takes his
swim team to Oregon for meets
Friday and Saturday with Oregon and Oregon state.
The toughest meet according
to O’Neill will be Saturday
against Oregon state, "We heat
them last year but we will by
weaker this year because we
have lost two of our top swimmers.
The two meets will be the first
chance O’Neill will have to see
his team under fire. They have
been doing well in practice, but
the only true test is actual competition.
The team will be led by Bob
Wegrnan in the backstroke and
Jim Johnson, a junior college allAmerican at Bakersfield.
Freestyle sprints will be handled by Steve Skold and Dave
Corbet, while the distance swimmers are Don Black, up from the
trash team, and Jim Baugh.
The man to watch will be Bill
Hied who has broken the school
record in the 100 butterfly. Diving will be Johnson and Lee
Amierson, who showed promise
, as a repairman.
Phil Witten, one of the top U.
S. breaststrokers, will compete
along with Mike Wood and Austin
Wiswell.
Jim Monsees and Bob Wegrnan
give the Spartans a good punch
in the individual medleys.

Action aplenty marked the weond night of the independent
league’s new league setup Tuesday, with B, C, D. and E league
teams pairing off.
A 22 point display by Lad
Manor mainstay Chris Philbrick was high for the night.
Also aided by Sant Lindsay’s
14 markers I) league Lad Manor
downed Newman Nitre No. II,
61-44. Mike Keough was high
man for Newman with 17.
Anonymous was forfeited to the
Question Marks.
In other D league action, the
"I" House Five bombed Pink
Tubers, 52-29. Hal Cole led "I"
House with 18 while Bruce Bane
was high for Pink Tubers with
nine.
Allen Halters slipped by the Red
Hoard, 30-25, and AA dumped the
Independents, 51-37, in B league
tilts. Bob Kelly’s 12 points was
high for Allen Hall and Jerry
Todd’s 13 took honors for AA.
The Red Hoard and the Independents were led by Roger
Smith’s eight and Bob Schieder’s
15 respectively.
The only t’ league game saw
the Saints win over the 69ers,
35-19. Don Shepherd led the
Saints with 13, and Rip Roffman ripped through six to lead
the hapless 69ers.
The 234 Club forfeited their first
game of the revised season to the
Rimbusters. Meanwhile, the Reed
Street Raiders were topping the
Gobblers, 36-32, in E league games.
Harry Sutter and Nat Carasali
led Reed Street with 10 points.
Jim Love led the Gobblers with
16 points.

The mass assault on interclass
track meet records begins at 3
p.m. today as the annual SJS
event gets underway.
A number of great races are
in store for early season track
fans, according to varsity coach
Bud Winter and frosh coach Dean
Miller. In addition, the fraternity
880-yard relay will be a high spot
for Greek fans.
Competition will be divided into
varsity and novice divisions, the
latter including this year’s frosh
spikers.
Although star sprinter Dennis
Johnson may have to be scratched from the varsity 352 -yard
run due to a leg cramp, there
ahould be plenty of competition
In that event. Hurdler Bruce
McCullough and Lynn Peterson
should take up the slack.
Winter confides that the varsity 1320 should be a "classic."
Jose Azevedo, Ron Davis and Ben
Tucker will be out after Charlie
Clark’s meet record of 3:02.9.
The 75-yard dash field is headed
by Nigerian sprinter Jimmy
Omagbemi, who will attempt to
crack the meet mark of 7.3. Other
top competitors in the event will
be Jim Flemons. Bart Fenolio,
Walt Roberts, Phil Clifton, Tom
Webb and Leroy McDonald.

Matmen To Wrestle
Santa Clara Squad
San Jose State’s wrestling team
looks for a chance to fatten the
winning side of its record tonight
when it takes on the Santa Clara
Broncos in the Spartan matroom
at 7:30 p.m.
The Broncos have suffered
losses to Chico state. Stanford,
and San Francisco state. The
Spartans beat Stanford on Jan.
16 and Chico state on Feb. 7. They
have yet to meet San Francisco
state.
Against the crosstown rivals,
Coach Hugh Mumby plans to call
on John Lim in the 123 pound
bracket, instead of Dave Armstrong. his usual frontliner
Dick Alderson,
I 130

Willie Williams, first-class
SJS quartermiler, will head the
field In the 660. HI% chief competition will come from Azevedo,
Peterson and Jim Day.

A tough battle looms in the 160
lows where McCullough will battle it out with Bob Bonds and
LAFAYETTE, La. (UPI, Lio- Flemons, and Jim Garner.
nel Hebert, farmer PGA champion,
Charlie Clark will be defending
is an ex-music major at Louisiana his meet, mark of 6:47.9 in the
state who still plays the trumpet one and a half mile run. Trying
on occasion.
to erase his mark will be Home.

pound wrestler, will be going for
Mumby tonight. In the 137 pound
class either Bob Lopez or Mike
Hiatt will be wrestling.
Warren King has gotten
green light from Mumby in
147 pound class. At 157 it
be Rich Buckley and at 167 it
be Jack Procter.

Either Ron Ruscigno or Dexter
Day will wrestle at 177. In the
heavyweight class it will be George
Hewitt.
Tomorrow at noon, the Spartan
gym will he the site of the Northern California high school wrestling championships. The final arc
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Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X -I00, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38¢
Havoline, Valvoline, Rid-Aube
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Castrol
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Eastern Bulk
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Great Goaling
DETROIT (UPI1--The Detroit
Red Wings scored eight goals in
one period while beating the New
York Rangers, 15-0, on Jan. 23,
till
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its what’s up front that counts

Remember, the bury selbood
save4 idle best training

Up front is FILTER-BLEND and only Winston has it!
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.

San Jose
Beauty College
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156 S SECOND
CY 8438
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Musical Golfer

OPEN ’TII, 9 P.M. MON.- THl P.*

tin ision will be on the t; Sant
111411 us hen. ’Venezuelan nprIntcr
Lloyd NIurad, who boosts victories over Johnson in 1114. century, Will perform. His chief
contra-Mom will be Maurice
C’onipton and Jim Colvin. Meet
record for the dixtanee belong.
to Williams at 7.5.

Whitehead, Jeff Fishback anti,
possibly, Tucker and Davis.
The top field event promises to
be the pole vault where Jeff
Chase, Bruce Turnbull and Dick
Kimmel will battle it out. Chase
and Kimmel have both vaulted
15-4.
The spotlight in the novice

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should!

111101.
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College Engineers
Slate Open House
For New Building
The new multi-million dollar San
Jos:e State Engineering budding
located at the corner of Seventh
and San Fernando sts., will be open
to the public Mardi 1-3. The building is scheduled for occupancy next
fall.
Planned and presented by engifleeting students, the open house
will feature guided tours, exhibitions and equipment demonstrations.
Guests will see a student -designed particle accelerator, capable
of accelerating electrons to an
energy level of one million volts.
This machine is capable of making
hair literally stand on end and a
fluorescent bulb glow just by holding it in the near vicinity.
Guests can aLso challenge an
electronic brain to a friendly game
of Blackjack and watch steel
beams crack and bend while they
ate tested on giant hydraulic.
testers.
"Electrocuted" hot dogs, coffee ,
and soft drinks will be available
during the tour of more than 200
exhibits. Souvenirs of the open
house will be produced on a giant
punch press.
A preview of the open house will
he presented Saturday at 11:30
a.m. on KNTV. Channel 11, according to James R. Spillman, open
house general chairman

La Torre Posts
Students interested in the
posts of editor, business numager. and art director of next
year’s La Torre are asked to
contact Mr. .1. B. Woodson today
between 1:00 - 2:30, in J -I12.
Planning for the ’63 yearbook begins this semester.

Daily Ad
Receives Post
At Convention

Glenn Lutist, promotion manager
of the Spartan Daily advettising
department, was elected Western
Region student vice president of
Alpha Delta Sigma recently at the
national advertising fraternity’s
regional convention in Sun Francisco.
Other SJS students and faculty
attending the convention were
Mike Sanders. president; Mike Fujikake, vice president: Gus Norton.
Bruce Battey, Mike Hiatt. Bill
Pedigo, Charles Marshall, associate professor of advertising and
faculty adviser, and Leon Quera,
associate professor of advertising.
More than 50 students and professors representing 12 Alpha Delta
ABOARD USS NOA AT SEA-Sitting in wardroom of this
Sigma chardets attended the condestroyer astronaut John Glenn, with medical sensors still atvention. Mayor George Christopher
after
comsuit
his
body,
gets
out
of
his
silvery
space
to
tached
of San FrancLsco, the featured
Nos
triple
orbit
of
earth.
Special
rescue
team
from
pleting
speaker at the convention banquet,
lifted Glenn’s Friendship Seven space capsule aboard the vessel.
spoke on "Freedom and Respond’ billty" and discussed the importance of advertising as a profession.
Tours to McCann-Erickson, Inc.,
Crown Zellerbach corporation. San
Francisco Chronicle, KRON-TV,
Foster and Kleiser outdoor advertising co., and Walter Landor’s Industrial Design studios were also
WASHINGTON (UPI, - Presi- of Honor on Glenn were offered in featured.
dent Kennedy and Congress joinedi the house and senate. Sen. Kenneth
Wednesday in atTanging a proud B. Keating, R-NY., introduced a
hero’s tribute for Lt. Col. John H. resolution to designate every Feb.
Glenn jr. and his fellow astronauts. 20 as Space Day in tribute to
These moves showed the nation’s Glenn’s exploit,
TODAY
appreciation of Glenn’s trail -break Newman club, after-game mixer,
ing space voyage:
79 S. Fifth st., 50 cents for nonA joint session of Congress iv,
members and 25 for members.
arranged for Monday to hon.,
Germain club, election of officers.
Glenn
nn and the other six mem bei,
CH160, 8 p.m. Color slides of Dinkthe U.S. astronaut team.
elsbuehl and Rothenbtirg will be
Kennedy arranged to take
Mate li Sherrill, western re- shown and refreshments will be
Glenn’s family with him when he
served.
representative for
flew to Florida yesterday. Today gional education
Social Work club, meeting and
Kennedy will pay personal tribute the Collier Bonk co. will present an election of officers, CH161, 7:30
to Glenn for being the first Amer- exhibition of paperbacks in L501 p.m.
ican to orbit the earth.
next Monday through Thursday.
TOMORROW
Resolutions to confer the Medal
Weekend Co-Rec, swimming, MG
The exhibition, open to the pubwill be open from 9:30 a.m. to Pool, 12:30-4:30 p.m.
I 10 p.m.
UNDAY
Alpha Omicorn PI, dinner, AOP
The exhibition is aimed at creating interest in paperback book , house, 4-7 p.m., nominal fee, open
publishing, according to Sherrill. to the public.
Take o’er approved
Wesley foundation, films,
The selection on display will coni.. e ..
-Cres.,,,,,o Mesist of standard classics plus many 1"Operation Abolition" and "Operabeg
Attractive furn’shed
othet works that will be of interest lion Correction," Fifth and Santa
mnt. Across stre. ..3m
’ Clara sts., 6 p.m.
I’, the student.
Available he
5th St. Women
$85.00 per month. Call AN 9-4576
SJS public relations office terms !MONDAY
6 p.m.
it "an extensive line of educational
PI Omega PI, business meeting
I TH106, 3:30 p.m.
Roommate, girl to share apt, with same books "
406 S. 10th (10th & San Salvadorl
I.
CV 3.9553.

JF

K, Congress Honor
John Glenn, Astronauts

Spartaguide

Company Presents
Paperback Exhibit

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a lino succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
rri RACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
Poe Salo

Dumke fill the post vacated by Dr.
Buell G. Gallagher, who suddenly
resigned last week to return to his
old job as president of City College
of New York.
"I’m for Dr. Dumke and I won’t
consider anybody else," Carr said.

Davis Backs Move
Dr. Glenn I simke’s anticipated
appointment as new chancellor of
California state college received
SJS support when Bient Davis,
ASB president, telegramed his support of Dr. Dumke to Gov. Edmund
Brown’s office.
"We believe Dr. Dumke is not
only qualified for the job, but he
would give us the support we need
for construction of our new Student Union building."
The telegram read: "Anticipating your fine appointment of Dr.
Dumke as chancellor. Associated
Student Body of San Jose State
ctxrunends you."
"We’ll get a go-ahead definitely
this year on our college Union
building fund if Dr. Dumke is
named the new chancellor," Davis
stated. Enough money has been
collected already to start the 83
million construction. Only the approval of the board of trustees Is
needed for appropriation of a federal loan and to begin building.
Davis also wrote Tory Tjersland.
San Francisco state college student president, requesting his support of Dr. Dumke’s appointment.
Tjersland is president of the
California State College Student
Presidents assn., which unanimous-

Swim Highlights
weekend Co-Rec
Weekend Co-Ree’s first activity
will be an open swim Saturday in
the men’s gym pool.
The swim will be run from 12:30
to 4:30 p.m. and is the only Co-Rae
offering this weekend due to a
high school wrestling match scheduled for the same time in the gym.
The use of the pool is free to all
SJS students. Men’s suits and
towels will be furnished at the
towel room. Men are requested not
to wear the grey gym shorts.
Women must bring their own
suits.

ly adopted a bill Feb. IT calling
for the board of trustees’ support
of college unions on state college
campuses.
The SJS College Union building
committee, headed by Dr. Dwight
D. Bente!, joutnalism and advertising department head, meets
again next week, Davis Said.

Mr. Carr is one of the 211 muct,
of the state college rroop
Mr. Carr added he
wipes,
ed with Dc. Durnki
president of San
college and his recent
AS vice chancellor ot liiilege system.
Rumors state that some
bush*,
favor a delay before naming
a
censor to Dr. Gallagher.
The trustees meet in
Sacramento
on March 1 and 2. and Mr.
Carr
said he would press for a
decision
at that time.
No formal selection has been
made yet, but numerous
repoits
have mentioned Dr. Dumke
as
leading contender for the job.
Dr. Dumke, who was at the slide
college headquarter; in Inelew,,,,
said, "The trustees fue.e told me
nothing about a decision. i know
they have not acted! yet

Integrationist-F
ree Negroes Job Interviews
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munist party," Dr. Dombrowski
commented.
"Atthough I did cooperate in one
senate investigation, I don’t think
I will in the future," he added,
commenting that the house committee was investigating in the
South "for the expressed purpose
of using the Communist smear to
discredit integration leaders."
"State committees have been
formed in the South. patterned
on the house committee, for
the purpose of investigating,
smearing and slandering white
integrationists
and
terrorizing
the Negroes.
"These committees are making
it almost impossible for Negroes
and whites to even discuss their
problems together; you can be arrested for even meeting together
in a home," he said.
Committees can have a humorous side, Dombrowski added. He
told of his own experiences with
an investigation.
"Our membership doubled because of the publicity we received
about our stand," he commented.
"Southern newspaper reporters
covering the trial, in a ballot
among themselves, picked the
committee’s investigators, not us,
as the greatest danger to freedom," he said

Aadre,234e)d
h Appoitnkte
in
meet lists are put out in adxence of As
interview. Students ere requested to
sign up early.-Ed.
TODAY
The California State
board will interview all 111,1.40 for
accounting, employment interview.
ing, insurance personnel and fiscal
management, research and stalls.
tics and property appraisal.
The National Security limey
will interview pollee majors for
investigators jobs.
MONDAY
The Mare Island X in al IliM1161
will interview electrical,
mechanical and chemical im_.nitts
metallurgical engineer; :aid item.
istry majors.
The Pearl Harbor shipyard will
interview eleetrical and mechath
ical engineers.
The Coro foundation will interview candidates for internships in
public affairs - any major.
O.N.C. So. Calif. En.ight
will interview general
majors for the position
ment trainee.
The Kaiser Industries corp.
Kaiser Aircraft and Electionicii
division, will interview electrical
engineers.
The Pa -If ic Missiles range Point Mugu, will interview electri.
cal and mechanical engineers, aeronautics, physics and math majors.
-------
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For rent: Rooms for men 426 So. 7th
Also parking. 1/2 block from college.

3 Vacancies. Men. Approved: large, im
’48 Chow. Good tires, batt., etc. $65. ern rooms. Kit. prin. Free wash and 0
Larry. 545 So. 7th CV 7-8920.
Friendly a’mosphere. $30.00 re Royal Typtswriter-$20. 12 piece set Etheridge Arms 540 So. 5th.
steriing-Towle. Call 356-6359.
Wonted
’50 Ford VS 2 dr R.H. & 0.11. $200 or Mature male student to share 2 bcr
bes offer. CV 3-4355 after 5:30 p.m. furn. suburban duplex with one stud,
Clean.
$40. CV 7-5565 after 1 p.m.
Console HI FL Ex. Cond Girl to sham one bedroc-Meg
$100. 65 So. Ilth. #5. Ask for Ben.
apartment two blocks from
ed pool 16’ X 34i-sunge,
Home-3 bedroom, 2 bath. $160.00 barbeque. Call Carol, CV 5.19(...
down SI30.00/rno. Interior all redec
c.is’ed. 658 Coyote Road, San Jose. Wanted: 20 copies of G1ESECt
EL ’.3774.
MITCHELL & SPENCER
-Tech
Drawing,’ I ees for I.A. 20. James Cas.
New English 10-speed Derailer. $70.00. Ext. 2678.
Jerry after 6 p.m. CV 3.3088.
6
Girl to share apartment with anothe
G s housing contract for sale. Ap- 420 So. 3rd. 293-4519.
. r/-reduced price. For spring
CV 3-0644 (Rm. 37).
Student to share apt. with 2 boys, Near
campus $36.67 CV 3.0489.
B.,,d rev Encyclopedia of Scienne. Con.
Mera A en Hall. CV 4-8741. Sir; to share apt. with 3 OT same. 460
S. 10th, Apt. 8.
Ma’s touring bike, deraler: excellent
c . 3 r.. ht. CV 3.4544. Male student
share new 2 bdrrn. apt.
will 2 othe-s. $32.50 mo. CV 7-4695.
Boarding house contract ;or sa’e. Price
CI Don CY 5.1848.
Transportation
’59 Sprite, ex. mech.. sharp coos. $995. Ride needed for T:esciay morning. Have
EL 4 MO
7,30 a.m. Lab., will pay for services. AN
Bike Raleigh sports. 2 speeds New tries 4-8592. Betsy.
Lae,- lock, $25. CV 2-2465.
Riders wanted to ride deiw fr
ward
S.J.S. JE 7-0900.
Itootolo
Wanted-ride to and from Oakl
re unfurn. duplex
fr E. of carn- S.J S.C. M.W.F. 658-5142
fniq., fnced yd.. wtr. gar. pd. Wanted-ride
to and from Los G0 A N 6-6831 or coll.’ext. 2011.
Cal EL 4.4717.
Room and board. E,cel’en+ food, lonely N..4j commis?’ from
Hayward, Ce.i
ome. Mate. CV 2-7278.
Valley area. Coil Ron Perdue, EL 1.794
Furn. Apt. Mod 1 be. with w/w carpets
Wanted-ride to and from Surtnyva’.
now. 516 So. 8th. CV 4.5744.
S J.S C Ji dy Hirth RE 6.0905.
Approved men’s share apt. 301 So. 5th
St. Opoosite Men’s Gym.
MISCIILLANIOUS
Apts. suitable i0r2 3 or 4 then students. Typing-Theses, Term papers, Rep.See hey. Apt. 19. 686 So. 8th St. CV 3. etc. CY 3.0208.
9864.
Teach French & German with best .
Rooms in bachelor home. All home prin. cent for beginners & conversaton, Ci.
Gluckman CV 3-9230.
CL 1 0763. Call 6.7 p.m.
end women for ,,,,e,rmlieq’.
team. All equipment furnishaq
perience necessary. On -the -Contact Or. L. E. Step,
PM 209. Industrial Arts b,,
tend roant:ai In I.A. 218 a ;
Have aaaaa cies in recommended hous- Thurs.. Feb. 22.
ing-MEN -no contracts. Will arrange
1/2 dssa. pymts. Sol. 30 days.-Pm. and
Wentiad: Baby.
board parking. CV 8-5046.
Wednesclax Ft c’,,
Furnished opt. 452 So. 4th St. Cell CV
4 t,"95 or AL 23420.
Loot I Posed
Room for two with kitchen 239 Seutls Ilk, oblong wallet
Want only plc. Reward. Patti, CY 8
elth $75 per mo. Call CV 8-5201.
TV’s for rent, special student rates.
ES 7-2935 efts, 5.30 p.m.
1 psis. room for post -grad., 1 semi.priv.
VI P.-CY 2.1506. Call in a.m.

The drive to name Dr. Glenn S.
Dumke chancellor of the California
state college system has received
the active support of John E. Carr,
Caliturnia State College trustee.
Mr. Carr, announcd he would
campaign actively to have Dr.

SOMEDAY,
SOMEBODY’S GOING
TO TELL HIM HE’S
A DOG.

ARE YOU IN THE MARKET
FOR

New and Used Books?
JLST OUT...THE NEW

PEANUTS
CARTOON BOOK!

ITt A
DOG LIFE,
CHARLIE
BROWN
by Charles M. Schulz
(Required reading)
for all majors
ONLY $

We have a complete

and continuing supply
of new and used books
coming in daily

"of the
Spartan
Bookstore"

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, inc.

16111

get your copy today
at

Open All Day Saturday

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"
Ii

men

R1144.-_
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Deadline for scholarship applicaSchool trf
tions to the West Coast
Nature Study is Tuesday, Dr. Arprofessor of
nold G. Applegarth,
700jugy and science education, said
yesterdaY.
AnY student interested may turn
biology
In an application at the
stormourn on the second floor of
the old science wing, he stated.
The school will conduct four se.
ions, beginning with a six-day session at Death valley, starting
April 15.
Three summer sessions also
scheduled are: Yosemite, June 2429; Mammoth Lake, June 17-22
end Asilomar. July 1.5.
The scholarship will cover the
$16 tuition fee. Students receiving
one of the 15 scholarships will have
their choice of which session they
wish to attend.
The six-man scholarship committee includes: Dr. Matthew F. Vessel professor of biology and science
education; Dr. L. Richard Newaldt,
associate professor of zoology and
Dr. Henry Weston, associate pro
fessor of biology.
The other three members are:
Dr. Richard F. Thaw, associate
professor of science education; Dr.
Wayne Kartchner, head. , physical
science department and Dr. Francis Gale, associate professor of biology and science education.
General regisiration for the
Death valley trip is March 5 at 8
am. in the lobby of the new science
wing, according to Dr. Applegarth.
The $16 registration fee must be
paid at the time of registration.
Other costs will include food, room
expenses and transportation.
Dr. Applegarth stressed that

"A

’Trustees Approve
Naming Procedure

only a limited number of students
can be taken on the trip.
A new policy which will give
One semester unit of credit is
given in the natural science area California’s state colleges permisto students attending the Death sion to name campus buildings has
been approved by the board of
Valley classes.
trustees.
Naming of buildings must follow
the policy’s purposes: to honor deceased persons; to designate the
function of the building or facility;
to reflect natural and geographical
features or to reflect a traditional
Applications are now available theme of a college.
for the two vacated positions on
Only exception to naming will
the ASB judiciary, Barney Gold- be buildings or improvements
stein, ASH personnel officer an- which the board of trustees have
named. All names must be approvnounced yesterday.
ed by the board of trustees.
Goldstein said that any student
Since 1950 the state college presinterested in serving the remainder idents and state board of education
of this term on the judiciary body have not favored naming buildings
may pick up an application blank for living persons.
in the College Union, 315 S. Ninth
at.
The completed forms must be
returned to the Union by noon,
Tuesday. Interviews will be
Applications for the position
conducted the same day from 2:30 of poster publicity chairman of
to 5:30 p.m.
the Associated Women Students
Applicants. Goldstein said, must will be accepted in the College
be upper division students in clear Union until 12 noon Tuesday.
standing with a cumulative SJS Forms nosy be picked up there.
grade point average of at least 2.25. There art- no requirements for
the off ice.

Two SJS Judicial
Positions Vacated

Publicity Post

Yon For Freezers

SJS Profs
Abandon
Mail Project
For almost two years, Dr. Richard Post, associate professor of
mathematics and education, and
Dr. James Asher, associate professor of psychology, bave been working on a complex mall sorting computer.
The project, conducted In conjunction with the Food Machinery
and Chemical corp., had been
ahnesl at making the Oakland post
office an automated mall distribution center for the West Coast and
Pacific overseas ports.
Three days ago, the $10 million
project was abandoned.
The scuttling of the automated
system was revealed in testimony
released Sunday after a closeddoor session of the house appropriations subcommittee.
Kenneth Francis, Oakland postmaster, said he was not surprised,
because the Past Office department had been disappointed by the
failure of a pilot automated post
office. in Providence, R.I. There,
the machines rejected letters with
Christmas seals on them as bearing
foreign stamps, and chewed up an
average of 35 letters each day.
Even though the Oakland project has been abandoned, FMC will
continue its research into automation of post offices, and some automated machinery will be used at
the Oakland post office.
Dr. Post and Dr. Asher will continue working on a computer code
system for sorting mail.

Joint Advisory Boa rd To Study
’Possibilities of Doctoral Work
A first step toward offering doctoral work in the California state I
colleges has been made jointly by I
the trustees of state colleges and
the University of California. who
have announced appointment of a
10-member ioint advisory board for
doctoral studies.
The board held its first meeting
in December and is scheduled to
meet again March 9. Representing
SJS is Dr. Brant Clark, professor
of psychology.
Dr . Clark said the board Is
"making up ground Niles on how
the board will act to present to the
trustees."
Chairman of the state college
committee will be Dr. Glenn S.
Dumke, vice chancellor for academic affairs of the California

state colleges. State college mem
bet’s are: Pres. Malcolm A. Love.
San thew. state;
Dr. George C.
Feliz, dean of graduate study, San
Francisco state; Dr. Francis E.
Lord, education professor, Los Angeles state.
Members from the University of
C’alitornia will be: Li. E. McHeruy,
academic !dunning and chancellor

e

t,0c

of the Santa CrLIZ campus, and the
foLlowing deans of graduate Weistuns on their respective tanripuses:
Prof. Sanford S. F.3berg, Berkeley:
Prof. H. G. J. Aitken, Riverside;
Prof. Wytze Gorter, Log Angeles,
and Prof. G. L. Stebbings, Davis.
Dr. Gorter will serve as chairman
of the University of California
members.
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Rook Association
Sponsors Contest
Open to Seniors

A prize ot $1000 is tsii,,
to senior students, in the Amy
Lowman Award contest established by the Woman’s National
Book assn.
A list of at least 35 books in the
MOD!
contestant’s personal libraries and
thiGtiSH
an indication of their advocations
and reasons for starting their liHANDfitZk.
braries is required for entrance.
All entries must be made before
April 30, and sent to: The Amy
Loveman Award, Box 553, Times
Square post office, New York 36,
N.Y.
The Loveman award was established this year to honor the memory of a woman who was the associate editor of the Saturday Review, a book of the month club
Judge, a member of the Women’s
national book association and the
winner of its Constance Lindsay
ed by two-thirds of the total numSkinner Award.
ber of people voting for that ofThe contest is to find the senior i
fice, according to Julie Forchini,
student in a college or university
junior class representative to ICC.
In the United States with the best
A second part of the amendment personal library.
states, "special elections may be
The five judges include: John T.
called for by a two-thirds majority Winterwich, former managing edvote of the student council or a itor of the Saturday Review, Richpetition signed by two-thirds of ard FL Logsdon, librarian and dithe number of people voting in the rector of the Columbia university ,
last election for that office."
libraries.
The amendment is now being
Eleanor Smith, coordinator of
presented to the various class coun- the Brooklyn public libraries; RoseBottled uncle, authority of
cils for approval before being pre- mary Benet, book of the month
The Poca.Cois Company Cy
sented to the student council for club judge and author; and Ben
final approval, Miss Forchinl Grauer. radio and television an- Bottled under authority uf
nouncer, round out the panel.
stated.
The CPC., Cola Company by Co,aCola Bottling Company of San Jose, See Jose, Calif.

College Inter-Class Council
Approves Recall Amendment

NEW YORK (UPI)- -Japanese
housewives now have an even
bigger yen for refrigerators than
for television sets, according iii
Yamaichi Securities co.
As a result, Yarnaichi says, JapThe Inter-Class council has
anese manufacturers are scrambling to produce freezers to meet adopted a constitutional amenda demand they say will take them ment that will deal with the re11 years to satisfy
call of class elected or appointed
officers and student council representatives.
whistle -a wink -and Wildroot
Article VII of the ASH constigets her every time’’
tution makes recall possible only
if 15 per cent of the total student
body is petitioned. The new *amendment would require a petition sign-

o

BETWEEN CLASSES...

get that refreshing new feeling
with Coke!

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
LENKURT ELECTRIC CO.
Is conducting on -campus interviews

New
!Tube -Formula
Wildroot
Really Works!
0

Grooms
clean as a whistle...
pick as d wink

March 2 Friday
LENKURT ELECTRIC CO. is ons of the
world’s major specialists in multiplexing and microwave radio equipment tor
telephone, telegraph and high speed
data transmission; a principal supplier
of this equipment to the telephone industry, and a leading authority in development of electronic communications.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT are ex.
tremely important in LENKURTS operations. Continuing as a leader in the
field of Communications requires not
only keeping up with the lattst tech
nitwits, but also advancing electronic
science and product design. LENKURT
does both in its extensive San Carlos
Laboratories, white concentrating on
product development.
Our position is considered first in the
industry and our equipment has won
world-wide recognition for quality and
technical refinements.
IF YOU ARE GRADUATING IN JUNE
.. and are interested in finding more
about Lenkurt, its opportunities and fa.
cilities on the beautiful San Francisco
Peninsula. contact your Placement 01fice for an on -campus interview with
Don Newton, Engineering Placement
Officer.
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Tareyton
delivers
the flavor
DVAL FILTER DOES IT!

IEN/fl/RT ELECTRIC
1105 County Road
San Carlos, California

NEW
NEW
NEW

ing tube formula works faster and
quick
cleaner than ever.
non -greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair, leaves no white residue on your comb.
long-lasting tube formula keeps your hair in place.
Maybe your girl will muss up your hair, but not
much else will. Give new tube-formula Wildroot
a try. You’ll like ill.
106. C014111t.PALMOLIVE COMPAO

‘Tareyton’s Dual Filter in ducts partes divisa est!"
says Julius (Cookie) Quintus, ace javelin man and
B.M.A.C. (Big Man Around Coliseum). "A Tareyton would
even make Mars mellow," says Cookie. "Tareyton’s a rara
avis among cigarettes. It’s one filter cigarette that really
delivers de gustibtis. Pick up a pack today and you’ll find
there’s Pliny of pleasure in Tareyton."

sCtivATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER
’PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER
L

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton
filesrfost of ck

,..Zfewear-Gasev wi..XteweisoIA Go, aii1.14 Biffe....* IPS
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DAD V

Approved Houses effic
Adopt AWS Cards Grani
For Signing Out Dead

Colonel’s New DutyCollege
tobeing a member of the class
Instead of the man in front," Era
said when asked about the transition from military to student
life.
WISCONSIN BORN
Era was born in Hurley, Wis.
In 1917 and was raised in this
small lumbering and mining town
about 10 miles south of Lake
Superior.
He spent two high school years
working as a reporter for a local
daily paper and, after senior graduation, attended Gogebic junior
college in Michigan where he
studied journalism for a year.
Ers won a congressional appointment to West Point when he
was almost 19, after a state-wide
competitive test.
"West Point," asserts Era, "puts
primary emphasis upon breadth of
GRAD REPRESENTATIVE
education, not specialization. ConNot satisfied with doing grad- trary to popular belief, the Acaduate work. Ers is also a graduate , emy doesn’t merely teach you to
the Student’ become a soldier.
representatie on
1
Council.
"Only about 10 per cent of the
"You can’t be a part of some- academic curriculum consists of
thing unless you are contributing military courses," Era explains.
as well as accepting," says Era. "The other 90 per cent of the
"I didn’t feel that I was con- program is made up of English,
tributing by just going to classes French. Spanish, chemistry, physso I expressed an interest in stu- ics, history, mathematics and a
dent government.
variety of other courses."
"The only thing that bothered
2ND LIEUT.
me," says the 44-year-old retired
Ers was graduated from the
colonel, "was the fear that the "Point" in 1940 with a B.S. deother council members would not gree and was commissioned a
accept me as an equal because second lieutenant in the infantry.
of my age."
As a result of his early duty
Fortunately. Era explains. coun- assignments, Anne, Era’ pretty
cil members do regard him as and personable wife, may be the
an equal and "when I speak my only woman to have her name
mind they don’t think I’m trying recorded in the annals of Aleutian
to take over."
history.
In May, 1941, Era, with -about
PLANS TO TEACH
130 other men, was sent to Dutch
After earning his credential, Era Harbor in the Aleutian Islands,
hopes to teach high school English with orders to "hold at all costs
In California.
from either Japanese or Russians."
"I have considered going into
’BECK COVE’
teaching most of my life," he
Era was assigned to explore
states.
and map some of the unknown
Teaching is no new experience
territory of the island chain off
for the tall. ex-colonel. He spent
the Alaskan coast. In drawing up
teachmilitary
career
much of his
his charts of Unalaska Island, one
served
skills
and
ing various army
of the largest islands of the chain,
from
1957
to
In Taiwan, Formosa.he assigned the name "Beck Cove"
1960 as a military adviser to the
to a small inlet.
Chinese
army.
Nationalist
"Beck is my wife’s maiden
"It takes a little getting used name." Era said, "and though we
weren’t married at the time, I
have to admit that Anne actually
named that cove."
In 1942 the Aleutians were invaded by the Japanese. Dutch
Harbor, where Era was stationed,
was under aerial bombardment
for four days with Japanese troop
transports standing off the coast.
By BOB HALLADAV
In July, 1961. Cot F. J. El’spamer packed his bags in the prescribed military manner and made
preparations for reporting to his
next duty station.
His next duty station?San
Jose State Collegestudent, selfassigned.
When Colonel Erspamer traded
his army manuals for college
textbooks, he left behind him a
25-year career which began in
1936 when he entered West Point
military academy.
Era, as he insists on being called
because he has an "odd" first
name, is enrolled at SJS as a
graduate student, working for his
general secondary teaching credential with a major in English
and a minor in mathematics.

tions as a replacement officer in
the 4th Division. While fighting
in laixemborg in 1945 he was
wounded. consequently spending
two years in the hospital.
In 1951 Era once more was on
his way overseasthis time to
Japan.
Smiling amusedly, Era recalls
an incident which occurred in
Japan. The Erspamer home had
two gates; "one small gate about
large enough to drive a small foreign car through, and one huge
gate big enough for a truck."
MYSTERY
Each day the large gate would
be open when Era and his wife
awoke, even though it had been
securely closed the previous night.
Finally asking their Japanese
maid the reason, the couple received this pidgeon English explanation: "Is old Japanese custom.
Main gate must be open every
morning when master departs."
"From that time on," Era remembers, "my chest swelled every
morning when I went through that
gate and thought, ’The master is
departing."
After serving three years in
Taiwan. Col. Era lay down his
saber to take up the lamp of
knowledge.
Asked to compare today’s college student with the student of
the 30’s, Era replies, "I think they
work harder and are more serious-minded than when I first
started college, and the academic
standards seem to be higher."

Worker Finds
Buried Coins
His friends had kidded him before about his job.
"Everybody told me there was
no future in pick and shovel,"
Sylvester Chaidez, 1325 Locust
St. said.
Then one day in August 1960,
while working on San Carlos at.,
midway between S. Seventh and
S. Eighth sts., a motor grader
uncovered some coins while he was
checking grade.
The coins. 40 $20 gold pieces,
were valued at $1356.50 by three
appraisers.
"I thought I had found some
silver dollars," Chaidez said. After
consulting an attorney, he turned
the find over to the municipal
court clerk to be held in trust
for a year.
State law provides that any
original owner of found money
has a year in which to claim it.
Recently, however, when it was
evident that the original owner
was not going to show, title to the
coins was given to Chaidez by
Municipal .Judge John P. Dempsey.

JAPANESE PLANES
On the fifth day of the bombardment Japanese carrier-based
planes encountered nine P-51
fighters attached to a secret air
base in the Aleutians.
Frightened by the unexpected
appearance of American planes,
the Japanese. thinking a counterattack was under way, pulled their
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UPI) -task force back and landed on
Kiska and Attu. two -small islands Names and addresses of persons
located at the end of the Aleutian who show either severe local or
generalized allergic reactions to
chain nearest Japan.
Shortly thereafter. the Amer- insect stings are being sought for
icans launched an offensive and a research study by the American
drove the Japanese from Attu. Academy of Allergy, 756 N. MilWhen Ers landed on Kiska in waukee at., Milwaukee, Wis.
company with the 53rd Infantry
Cooperating patients will be
0"Arkansas Rifles", the Japanese sent a wallet -sized card to alert
had silently withdrawn and no medical personnel to the possi1
opposition %VAS encountered.
bility that a sudden severe illness
WOUNDED
!might be calmed by insect sting
In 1944 Ers was transferred to allergy, reports "Modern Medithe European theater of opera- cine," a journal for physicians.

Names Needed

A new method of "signing
ill kit
signing out" of women’s
appeo..,d
residences has been put into
Kim
this semester, announced kit,
Janet Douglas, associate
dean qf
students.
This system is not
designed ay
a method of censorship, lull
is ordy
being used so more
informo%
will be available in an
emergesq
or question, said Dean
Douglas

"The sheets currently in
Lne
have not been fully filled
out by
the students and, thus, needed
in-’
formation has not been
provided’

DR. FRANK GALE, SJS
(right) has been chosen to
union high school district
science guide. Shown with
Susanj, district curriculum

science professor
assist the Jefferson
in writing a new
Dr. Gale are Doris
director, and Del

The new system will discard the’
use of "sign-out" sheets in
favor
of "sign-out" cards which
hlas
been developed by Associated
Bs
man Students and the office of
the associate dean of studentt
Each girl will receive a white
eard
for day-to-day regulat sign -out and
a blue card to be used for
late
leaves or overnights.

Sparks, Curtis school science teacher. The new
science guide is being designed from the problem solving approach, which is based on re?earch, and is being financed by the National
Defense Education act.

Rats Infest Psych Lab
In Tower Hall Basement
There’s rats in the basement!
It’s true; rumors to the effect
that the basement psychology
laboratory in Tower Hall is infested with 400 to 500 ratsall
caged of coursewere confirmed
yesterday.

maz,e good -and were bought from
the University of California at
Berkeley. The former classification of rats is from ancestors who
found maze-traveling easy; the
latter classification is from ancestors who had considerable
trouble remembering from test to
William J. Hudspeth, graduate test which way to
go.
student at SJS, is laboratory asDRUG EXPERIMENTATION
sistant for the psychology department in its experiments with the
Through experimentation with
rodents in the basement area.
drugs, Hudspeth said, the scienThe project currently being conducted by the department is a tists can increase the learning
study of the learning processes process in the slower rodents but
in these animals and a comparison not noticably increase it in the
of the findings with data about more intelligent ones.
human learning.
The discrimination apparatus
To study learningdefined as
is similar to the learning experithe reduction -of errorthe rodents are introduced to mazes,
visual discrimination apparatus
and avoidance testing instruments,
the lab assistant explained.

ence offered by the maze. The
rodents are put in a box with two
doors, one with food behind it,
the other without.
Through this device the scientist measures how many trials it
takes for the animals to discover
which door is the one with the
food behind it.
The third device used in testing
at the lab is an avoidance apparatus which was modified by Hudspeth. In working the experiment
a rat is placed on a copper platform which, when the animal attempts to step off onto a copper
floor, causes him to receive a
slight shock.

In announcing the new system,
Dean Douglas outlined the comet
procedure for use of the white
card. "When a woman desires to
leave the residence after 7 p.m on
a regular sign-out she will !emote
her card from the "in" section, Dm
vide the necessary information and
place it in the "out" section. When
she returns, she will remove the
card from the "out" section, roe.
plete it, and return it to its original
position in the "in" box.
The blue cards will be done es.
sentially the same way except that
the card will be kept with the
housemother or other responsible
person, who must give pennission
for overnights or late leaves.
According to Mrs. Charlene lie
bau, AWS adviser, the card sys
tem is being introduced in the he
lief that when the student has as
individual sign-nut rani she all
be more willing to (littlish the in.
formation required.
Also, she said, the earl sy,tern
would cut down on a great deal if
paper work for the standareis
chairman.

An invitation to shape your own future...

MAZE TRAINING
In training for the mazes, the
rodents are put in a three-foot long, narrow box. After approximately 18 tries, the rats realize
that food lies at the other end
of the box and the faster they
make it there the faster they can
eat.
Once the animals have become
familiar with this device, they are
introduced to the more complicated apparatus which consists of
deadends and hairpin turns.
Hudspeth said the rodents, on
their first, day with the complicated maze, can make a maximum
of eight errors in their search for
food. Gradually, as the rats become familiar and the learning
process continues, a reduction of
error occurs.
Rats used for the experiment
are of two strainsmaze poor and

Prints
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The bark cloth prints of the Hawaiian
Islands inspired us to design a new
collection of shirts completely
different in coloring and pattern.
We are sure you will want to
add one or more of these fine
shirts to your casual wardrobe.
Tailored so well it looks
rannally measured. Button-down
collar -tapered waistline.
Long sleeves $5.00
Short sleeves

General Telephone has tripled its size in the last
10 years expects to double its size again in the
next decade. With expansion such as this, there
is an ever-increasing need for larger and more
competent management teams.
In all of its activitiesfrom research and manufacture to the provision of modern communications services in 11 statesGeneral Telephone
charts its own course.

General
To help you grow with the company, the
proTelephone System provides planned training
in
individtial
an
grams, and encourages and aids
oppottu*
self-development. You arc given every
Oh
nity to chart your own course in accordance
.
your interests and attributes.
&aced tn
Your Placement Director will be
Mansr
vide you with a copy of our brochure on
Telephone.
ment Careers at General
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Before putting the rats through
these tests, however, they must
be pre-trained. This is a process
where the animals are taught
reward follows accomplishment.

Tapa
PAUL DESMOND with Strings.
"Desmond Blue." The haunting
saxophone of Paul Desmond, win.
ner of the "PLAYBOY 1961 Alto Sax
Jazz Award," IS newly and neatly set
amidst strings. woodwinds, harp and
rhythm. Inspired solo improvisations. Includes title theme. 8 more.
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center
pradline for East-West
for the
scholarship applications
been
19043 academic year has
1 instead of the
March
for
reset
original February date, according
of Hawaii officials.
to University
announcement conIn another
cerning study abroad, Dr. Osrnond
of the University
rt. Hull. director
announced
study Tour to Mexico,
and literature de.
bulletins
that
occining the 1962 summer session
university are now
tour to the
available.
the
The East-West center at
University of Hawaii has 300 new
scholarship grants open for the
are for students
falt 100 of which
interested in Asia.
Iron the U. S.
Center scholarships provide for
round-trip transportation, tuition.
food.
books and fees, housing and
health insurance, a small personal
allowance and an academic tour.
Inquiries may be addressed to:
Director of Student Programs,
Fast -West Center, University of
Hawaii. Honolulu 14, Hawaii.
Students interested in the summer sesion at the University of
Mexico. may obtain a 20-page
bulletin. application forms and
by
transportation information
writing to Dr. Osmond R. Hull.
director. University Study Tour
to Mexico, 703 Market at., San
Francisco 3, Calif.
Special program rates for students and instructors residing in
Mexico City start at $451 and include round-trip jet travel and
Wing accommodations.
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Noisy Lecture Plan
by ROB NEUMAN
How much do distractions in a ei,.ssroorn detract
from the student’s learning Powers?
Senior psychology student Chuck Durham decided to find out last semester lay purposely conducting a Psych. 5 class through an exercise in
which distractions would be a prominent factor in
the classroom.
Durham, with the full consent of the class instructor, had two student friends, who shall remain
anonymous for the sake of their own personal wellbeing, plan a scheme which would offer distractions
to the class during a learning situation. yet would
not be so obvious as to cliveit the class’ attention
:ompletely.
Durham entered the class and gave the students
instructions for what seemed to he a simple memoev
exercise of nonsense syllables taught by the use
of flash cards.
’NOW OR NEVER’
As he was showing the first series of cards. two
men, dressed in overalls and carrying a rather large
tool box enteied the classroom through the rear
door. After noisily persuading the protesting professor in the back of the room that they had to repair the room’s wall heater "either now or never,"
they proceeded to their task.

Burglaries in the college area
kept the city police busy last
weekend.
Over 475 feet of copper wire
were removed from it’s storage
place at the new SJS engineering
addition during the weekend.
A cement cart was apparently
used, officers said, to take the
wire. The cart was found Monday
across the street from the new
building.
A second burglary was reported
by two SJS students.

Feld"

Durham, doing an admirable job of keeping a
straight face, ignored the distractiong "repairmen"
and kept on flashing the cards while they disassembled the heater.
Much of the attention of the class could not help
being focussed on the two as they stumbled, dropped, and clanged their way about the heater.
Durham kept flashing the cards even though
the more stoic of the students scowled, and the
weaker began to giggle through the din.
As the first half of the exercise approached its
end, the bungling repairmen came to a situation
calling for a tool which apparently was not in their
enormous tool box. They audibly discussed their
plight and made a noisy exit, supposedly for the
missing, tool.
RELIEF
The class breathed a sigh of relief as Durham
began the second part of the exercise, which WAS
not icably quieter than the first.
After analyzing the result of the experiment,
Durham found that during the distraction laden
first half of the experiment it took the average
student 8.2 trials to learn each nonsense syllable.
In the comparatively quiet second half, it only took
5.4 trials for the average student.

San Jose City Police Report
Burglaries in College Area
Errol Cowan and Michael Gerald
Sector, both 20, told officers their
South 8th St. duplex was ran asked by a burglar who took only
clothing.
Thrown aside was a camera and
more expensive items, Cowan and
Sector told police. The two estimated the damage at over $200,
but indicated they could not make
an accurate estimate until later.
Entry was through a pried rear
window, police reported.

WILL YOU WIN
THE SAN JOSE STATE
SPRITE?

’Baby Boom’ To Supply’ Society To Publish
Qualified Grad Demand Poetry Anthology

Series To Feature
’Golden’ Comedies

its IA 1.1,1 N N’1 I A1(1
With the expected influx uito
college of the great number of
students horn during the post.
World War II "baby boom." the
supply of qualified graduates "will
begin to approach" employment
rlernands.
As a result, personnel officials’
in schools and companies will become "more selective of those who
have potential for advancement."
These are some of the views expressed by Dr. E. W. Clements,
head of San Jose State Placement
service, a centralized agency which
finds summer and part-time, as
well as graduate positions for SJS
students.
Present employment demands,
Dr. Clements said. very considerably within each field. He cited
the area of business, wherein then..
is a great scarcity of accountants
sales people, and financial expert,
However, business management
trainees and students of advertis- :
ing often find it necessary "to
start on a begining level" because
the demands are being met "pretty
well" in these specialities.

’at least until h.,
which time he will have seen or
contacted %eyelid of the companies
in which he might be most interested. Also he pointed out that
when a student commits himself
and then changes his mind, he
creates considerable ill feeling on
the part of the company which
has made plans for his training
and work.
The shortage of qualified women
graduates is best seen in the field
of education, particularly at the
elementary level. At the secondary
level, teachers are most sought fur’
girls’ Physical Education, home
economics, librarianship. business
education, English, and modern
languages.

LOCALITY EFFECT
The effect of locality upon possibilities for placement was stressed by Dr. Clements. As an example, is Santa Clara Valley and
surrounding areas, the demand fiii
civil engineers is comparatively
slight, and in contrast with al
tremendous need for electronics
engineers. By the nature of their
operations, some major industrial
firms here may employ no civil
engineers.
The practice of placing students.
particularly those in technical
fields, months prior to graduation
"occurs very regularly," according
to Dr. Clernents, "and would occur more frenquently if we encourage it."

The presentation of the "Golden
Age of Comedy" will open this
semester’s Classit Film program
March 1. The film shows sequences,
from Mack Sennett and Hal
Roach comedies with many of the,
old slapstickotars appearing.
This sliming and the May 10
and May 24 showings will be pre-!
sented at Concert Hall. Films will
be presented at 3:30 and 700 p.m.
throughtout the semester. Regular showings .will be presented
in Morris Dailey auditorium.
March 8, "Flamenco," a color
dance documentary with Antonio,
will share the bill with "Forgotten
Village." a Mexican documentary
TIME TO WAIT
with English commentary by John
The placement service, he said
Steinbeck.
feels that a sti iilent should wait

,-,,.,,.,0’ MI- se
Local p,,’
mester sill/1111f their wouk fur pubin the fifth semesterly
antholii* of college poetry coast piled by the American College
Poetry society.
April 12 Is the deadline for all
entries in the. May publication.
The poems are limited to 48
but may be written on any subieet. Five poems per person is the
limit for the contest
The society is offering IF5 recognition awards to the five outstanding college. poets.
Entries may be mailed to the
American College Poetry society.
Richard A. Briand, executive secretary, Box 240Ii3. Los Angeles 24,
Calif.

DOING IT THE HARD WAY by Log.
(GETTING RID Of DANDRUFF, THAT /5,)

easier 3 -minute way for men: FITCH
,. r.: ..
Men. gel rid of embaira,ing died, ii ..
FITCH! In just 3 minute,. lone rubbing. une lathering, oi,
rinsiniii, cery trace of dandruff, grime. gumm) old ha..
.,ht down the drain! Your hair looks handt.,r.
, ,oiner. healthier. Your scalp
.refreshed.
r. .ti sRhcemd ..U, Ls.e,
Dandruff
’,NAMPO eerv week 1"
LEADING MAN’S pasitiic dandruff contr,,

, , , c. reDcl.s,
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Someone at SAN JOSE
must win in the

Gr

d

lir

xeld

Itteste9‘)

GIVEAWAY

,1161,1144

risitrILS

closing April 1st

REGULAR OR KING

Someone on campus is definitely going to win, and soon
the Giveaway closes April 1st. So if you haven’t entered yet,
start now and enter often. If you’re already in, enter again.
The more often you enter the better the odds.
The rules are the same, but we’ll
give them to you again, fast:

may send substitutessee official
rules on Registration Envelope.)

I Pick up an Offical Registration
Blank. You’ll find them all around
campus and in your local smoke
shop. Our Liggett & Myers Campus
Rep has a supply too.
2. Take the Sportscar Quiz on the
Registration Envelope ... (it’s easy).
Sign your name and address and
mail it inalong with 5 bottom panels from 5 packs of Chesterfield.
L&M or Oasis cigarettes. (Or, you

3. If you pass the quiz, you’ll receive
a Grand Prix License Plate in the
mail. Hang on to it, it may bear the
winning serial number.
4. Enter as often as you like between
now and April 1stthat’s when the
Giveaway officially closes and when
the winning Grand Prix License
Plate serial number is selected at
random by a computer. The winner
gets the Sprite before school’s out.

H FREE TO THE NEXT 100 ENTRANTS!

100 FREE

11111 (4wpr*eit4’
The next 100 entrants in Grand Prix Giveaway
will rece ye a handsome L&M windproof lighter
in addition In their Official Grand Prix Liennso
Plate, Earliest postmarks starting with today get
the lighters ... so enter now!

THE

MIN.Cl.

PILTEes
01661111 4,44,i

To GET YOUR FREE LIGHTERBETTER ENTER TODAY,

TIP

- s

NEW MAP DISPLAY WILL SHOW PILOT WHERE IN THE WORLD HE IS
No matter what the weather. speed or altitude, an IBM navigational display being developed will let pilots find their positions on a moving map. With this new computer display for
planes, a pilot will actually be able to see his position though
the earth might be totally obscured by a cloud cover.
In developing this display. IBM engineers and scientists solved
a unique combination of optical and photographic problems.
They were able to produce map images with good resolution on
the inside surface of a glass hemisphere A beam of light illuminates a small section of this hemisphere and projects it onto
a screen in front of the pilot. In flight, the computer controls
rotation of the hemisphere. correlating it with the plane’s
supersonic progress and the rotating earth. This approach to
a computer controlled map display suggests further application in a spare navigation system, where a star map might be
used instead of a map of the earth.
You naturally have
a better chance to grow
with a dynamic growth company.

1B

People with backgrounds in the sciences, engineering and
liberal arts all contribute to the success of projects like this.
At IBM. ideas which create new products and systems can come
from anywherefrom research. programming, manufacturing.
and systems engineering. If you would like to work where your
ideas can be as important as the ability to apply them to vital
and exciting areas of development, you should consider the
many opportunities at IBM.
The IBM representative will be glad to discuss with you the
many areas in which IBM is making important advances. All
qualified applicants will receive consideration without regard
to race, creed, color or national origin. Your placement office
can give you further information and arrange for an appointment. Or you may write, outlining your background and interests. to. Managerof Technical Employment. IBM Corporation,
Dept. 908, 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

IBM will

interview March 15.

.444.411114NR44.1.
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’Delegate Enjoys MUN Work;!7=7)D0n!,,,,,
ROTC Rifle Team
Interested in World Problems I Waits

Science, Engineering Faculty
Discuss Graduate Shortage

Bs YVONNE FISCHER
"It fascinates me."
This is Miss Nancy Jaspers’ feeling toward the work she must do
lit preparation for the Model
United Nations which will be held
at San Diego state college next
semester.
The enthusiastic sophomore political science major said that although her other studies demand
much of her time she can always
work in her UN preparations. The
twenty delegates from San Jose
State must write many individual
research papers about the country
they will be representing.
Miss Jasper believes that the
MUN is extremely beneficial to
college students. "It gets the students interested in world problems
and gets them a little more acquainted with the workings of the
UN." she stated.

the leader in industrial arts lated witty men who hold no de- uates. Dr Mary S. Wiley, head
of the recreation department, exschools. We have 18 full-time in- Igrees, he said.
structots and seven part-time
Only a minority group of elec- plained. "There is a shortage beones."
trical engineering students are in- cause people just don’t know the
Dr. Stevenson continued, "Actu- terested in being college instruc- I scope of recreation."
She went on to outline some of
ally, we get more calls for gradu- tors. "I would say fewer than 10
the fields open to recreation maates than we could ever hope to per cent," Dr. Mace said.
place. In California, most instrucAside from the great demand for jars. A few of them are public
tora are hired from out of state be- graduates in industry and low groups, hospitals. industrial
cause there are not enough stu- starting salaries for instructors, Dr. groups, school’ connected recreadents enrolled in teacher training Wayne Kartchner. head of the tion, group work agencies and corPhysical Science department, said rectional in.st Oinking.
programs in California schools."
A vital reason for the increase
Dean Norman 0. Gunderson of the real shortage was "due to just
in students has been a result of
the Engineering division said, "En- too few people in the field."
the California Park and Recreagineers graduating from heavily
TALENT WASTE
tion society’s efforts. As a part
science-oriented schools, such as
Dr. Kartchner added, "I believe of the society. the recruitment
ours. are capable of complex dewe waste a lot of teaching talent committee, for which Dr. Wiley
signing, research and development.
on people who aren’t capable of is chairman, strives to "raise
They are sought after by job recruiters; but too often they are learning." He explained that many standards of recreation. The
classrooms are so crowded that the recruitment committee wants the
employed for general tasks that
teacher is nothing more than an right kind of people," she added.
be
handled
by
trained
techcould
educated baby sitter.
U.N. AWARD
CAUSED BY ’SPUTNIK’
nicians."
To remedy the scarcity of stuThe co-ed has always been inDean William G. Sweeney. head
Dean Gunderson referred to an dents in the physical sciences, Dr. of the Education department cited terested in student activities in
article in the November. 1961, issue Kartchner would send scouts to the Soviet "Sputnik" launching as relation to the government. At
DUNCAN CITES EXAMPLES
of Technology Review in which a various high schools to discuss the the genesis of a crash program Arcadia high school she was a
Dr. Carl Duncrut chairman of
group of 1956 graduates of Massa- department’s values with the stu- called forth by the public for Junior Statesmen for four years,
natural sciences area. added. "I
chusetts Institute of Technology, dents and teachers, thus stimu- greater emphasis on the science three of which she spent as an
can remember an Instance when
hailed as the "most wanted CURS" lating more thought in the direc- fields. Dean Sweeney pointed to Iofficer. During this time she won
an interviewer from a top chemical
at that time in popular magazines, tion of the physical sciences.
the "less status-gratifying" jobs Ia United Nations award.
concern asked me for our two or
showed general disillusionment toThomas E. Leonard. Aeronautics as the areas where the real short- I The award entitles a student to
three top men. I told him we had
ward their profession. The reason: department, head, said he felt the age occurs.
two men, both quite different."
I attend the United Nation.s school
lack of opportunity to use their chief reason for the manpower
Dr. Fritz B. Harris, head of the for two years. Upon graduation
Dr. Duncan continued, "One was
education.
shortage was due to the great ad- Industrial Engineering department from college, the student goes to
a brilliant boy who was number
’ "Some MIT graduates could find vance of science and enginering said, "Twite as many graduates
one in the department. But, he had
the UN school where they study
challenge and gratification only in which has created new Berns and are needed to fill lucrative positrouble getting along with people
one country In extensive detail.
teaching; others left the engineer- made old ones more complex.
tions in industrial engineering in After this period of study the stuand was easily irritated.
ing profession entirely." he said.
"The other fellow was a good
dent then goes into the foreign
"Years ago," explained Professor the bay area."
What prompted such action? UnDr. Harris said one reason for service as muter-ambassador to
student and worked hard. He
Leonard, "when a man wanted to
der-utilization
of
talent
was
this
lack
of
qualified
personnel
wasn’t as bright turd had trouble
that country.
enter engineering, he needed only
with his English. but he made; stressed, combined with unpredict- a very basic background to begin is that high school and junior colThe 19-year-old brunette read
able
defense
industry
layoffs
and
lege
students
are
not
guided
tofriends easily and everyone liked:
with. Now, it is impossible for
an article in .the Spartan Daily
the
dislike
of
business
politics.
ward
this
relatively
new
profeshim. As you can guess, the friendly;
an engineering student to receive
about MUN and decided to apply.
lad got the job with the firm and I MASTER’S DEGREE ESSENTIAL’ all the training needed in a course sion’
She was shocked when she learned
has not conducted a of the many other applicants. I
Bay area engineering employ- of four, five or even six years."
was later sent as a farming adviser to Indonesia. The other man ment prospects, according to Dean
According to Professor Leonard, campaign to interest and acquaint
is now head of the Biology depart- Gunderson, will find it essential to industry has recognized the enor- students with the profession, he
mity of the education its people continued. It has, however, given Health Robber
ment at a leading mid-western uni- have a master’s degree.
UNITED NATIONS IUPI I -Dr. James C. Mace, head of the must have and is offering subsi- the department excellent cooperaversity.’’
Dr. Duncan commented that I Electrical Enginering department, dized programs under which an tion by lecturing to the students The World Health Organization
says malaria is humanity’s single
nearly half of those who received; said that over 50 per cent of the employee attends regular college already in the department..
"The quality of graduating greatest cause of physical disdoctorate degrees in science went . electrical engineering students at classes at the company’s expense.
to industry instead of teaching.; SJS are already working as techIn the last few months, Mrs. chemists -today is on the up- ability.
Malaria is seen as a constant
mainly because of the salary lac- nicians and upon graduation will Mary Booth. head of the Occupa- grade," according to Dr. Bert M.
tor. Industry offers a new Ph.D.; continue working with their pres- tional Therapy department, has Morris, head of the chemistry de- threat to more than one billion
approximately $9000 while state ent employer but move to a higher received 18 employment requests partment. More advanced courses persons. In India, 50 million fall
job. Most of the department’s grad- for graduates. Her graduating are being offered to undergrad- victim to the disease every year,
colleges start closer to $6500.
Dr. James F.. Stevenson, profes- uates go into communications or class numbers 35. These students uates which in the past were only causing an annual economic loss ,
sor of industrial arts, stated, "We war industries, working in research still have eight months of clinical available to graduate chemists. estimated at $500 million.
training before they can accept
get more calls for graduates than or development.
we could ever hope to place." Dr.. Although there is a need for positions.
Stevenson, SJS instructor since. electrical engineers in all forms of
DEFICIENCY
1938, added. "Without a doubt this communication, very few gradu"This deficiency is not restrictcollege has the finest teaching fa- ates go directly into radio or tele- ed to Occupational Therapy. It
cilities in the state: California is vision. These fields are over-popu- is also evident
in all medical fields.
This is probably due to the recent
I population boom and the large
number of people over 65, which
increased the number of persons
requiring medical aid," she said.
Recreation likewise suffers from
the shortage of qualified gradFifteen faculty members in major fields offered at San Jose State
were quer Led, "Is there a shortage
14 qualified graduates to meet entployment demands in the science
and engineerinr; fields*"
Eleven faculty member?: concurred. Two. Dr. Kenneth E. Hutton, assistant professor of biology.
and Dr. James C. Mace, head of the
Electrical Engineering department,
said they felt there was no real
shortage but rather a drain on the
existing supply.
Miss Barbara Black, assistant
professor of nursing, replied that
the department was so new that it
was impossible to tell of a shortage.
Dr. Hutton. in his fourth year of
teaching at SJS, said he felt "The
only way tr shortage would come
about is if the number of schools
doubled by 1980. causing a shortage of qualified teachers."

for Standir
In Shooting Matc

just about didn’t turn in my application. I just thought. "why
bother?" she said with a laugh.
But because she did "bothet"
Nancy will be attending the next
The his
sniari 1,ore rill
MUN convention as a representa- at San JOSP State
is :a..
tive of Inda.
point standing from
ter’s
Sixth
Army con.,,
’INDIA IMPORTANT’
The winner of this
She emu:riders India a very immaid,t
on
to
shoot
against
portant country today. "Since
ROTC
team
front anoth
Nehru’s visit I think people realize
the importance of the Indian bloc. area.
Cadets
Tom
Baker. Gary lid
Before they just didn’t think about
William Kindred.
it" she commented.
Peter
and
Gilbert
Saiki mak,. .
Miss Jasper believes India has a
team.
tendency to lean toward the RusM/Sgt. Lawerence
sian viewpoints. After talking to
Indian students at SJS, she thinks team coach said
of our own,
the reason is that Russia gives range
use the old
qui,liset hut ei1/1:.
things to India that the people
can use, whereas the United States Spartan stadium."
Plans released Moi,.
gives money, which never actually
Spartan Daily Dom
sems to reach the people.
Wahlquist’s office,
million police school Itt
Mg. The five story structure.
located in the existing
wan’
March 5 has been set as the recreation field, will
house a
deadline for students to enroll position firing range,
said
In the California PhySiC131116 Ser- ningham.
vice college health plun.
The small bore team is muss
Students wishing to join the to shoot two matches each
sect
health plan may do so at the ter. One, the W. R. Hearst
ma
student affairs butiimss office. and the other. the Sixth
At
THI6. between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. competition. The team plane
in the Hearst .shoot

Health Plan

Unique Course Offered

After a lapse of three years, the
the Science Education department
is offering a course peculiar to San
Jose State. It is Science Education
116A, plants and animals of the
aquarium and terrarium.
Dr. Ralph Smith, professor of
zoology who instructs the course,
said, "As far as we know, it is a
subject not offered anywhere else
at the collegiate level."
The course was not offered previously because of scheduling conflicts.
The primary emphasis of the
course is directed toward. the potential or active teacher who
wishes to strengthen his efforts in
making use of living organisms
from kindergarten through ’elementary, junior high and senior
high school levels.

Attention also is given to p
tie& classroom -tested mated
and projects. Students who to
in the course may honow hts
selection of many unusal
organisms for class use.
Dr. Smith added that seq
field trips and special trips q
been planned, one of which a.:
to the Pacific Aquarium Nlq
lecturing co., Los Altos, wheiei
students will assemble either
aquarium or terrarium on a
terials-cost basis.
Other activities include an
night weekend trip
Icy and the Fleishaekt,
Francisco.
The course, for which two y
of credit is given, was InteOt
an enrollment of 25.

"Well, well, well. Having a little
burn-the -dean -in -effigy party, are we?"

A

"THE DEAN"
swat...
’WOBODY LEAVES
THIS DORM
TILL WE FIND OUT
WHO PUT SPAGHETTI
IN THE
PROCTOR’S BED!"
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Medusa was once beard to rave!
"A new hair -do is just whet I crave,
With my Swinglitie I’ll tack
All these snakes front to back,
And invent the first permanent wave!"

"I’m well aware, Wookshot,’ that you scored
48 points against State. Unfortunately,
you scored only 46 on your Math exam.,

O/c/Spice
-DEODORANT

Here’s deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick Deodorant ... fasted, neatest way to allday. every day protection! It’s the active deodorant for
ac-tire men ... ab.olutely dependable. Glides on smoothly,
speedily ...dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
most convenient, most economical deodorant money can
buy. 1.00 plus tax.

STICK
DEODORANT

"There, there, Dean Legree. I’m sure
many of the boys are fond of you."
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THE DEAN AS A HELPER. Supposing that after you’ve paid all your fees, You
to
discover you haven’t enough money left for Luckies. What do you do? You go
smart
the Dean. The Dean will help you. That’s what the Dean is there for. The
Dean knows that college students smoke more Luckies than any other regular.
The Dean will tell you to get a part-time job. Then you’ll be able to enjoy the rich,
full taste of Luckies. Deans certainly are knowledgeable.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for ’a change!
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